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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Both the terms “adult edueation and visual aids" are 
of fairly recent origin but many of the principles involved 

have boon in use for contuiies and discussed and uged undex 

aifferent ters. 

This study was confined to one medium in the visual aid 

field, the fllmstrip. In God's divine way He has given man 

& nunber of tools and a yarlety of agenoles for bringing 

Tngelf and Wis gospel. to mankind, The filmstrip is one of 
these tools. 

liow effective any tool may becouse will be determined, 

to a large extent, by the way it is used, or misused, in the 

hands of man. The filustrip is especially in danger of being 

nigused bécause, unlike most of the tools which the church 

employs, tho filustrip has been in existence for less than 

thirty-five years, During most of this existence the fllu~ 

strip bas not held a prominent place among the visual aids 

used for teaching. only rocently the filmstrip has found 

Ltself as a tool of major Lmportance in the edusational field, 

It, like all other agencies or tools, should be used accord~ 

ing to sound educational principles and in accordance with 

the objectives of the particular branch of education in which 

it is used,
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Education for adults has aiso remained Toveiga or wexe 

plored as to its possibilities within the church, Much of 

the church's activity Jn adult education has been confined to 

the Sunday morming church service, Adult organizations and 

groups within the congregation have often concerned ‘themselves 

with recreation, business; entertainmont and social activ= 

ities exclusively. Education in these adult groups has re- 

mained peripheral as this writer has observed it. 

For these reasous the writer was prowpted to make a 

study of the use of filmstrips in adult education in the 

church, The filmstrip, as it has been treated in the major 

portion of this report, is a strip of thirty-five millimetor 

fiva on which is pyinted a series of pictures which can be 

projected when placed in a fiimstrip projector. This filme 

strlp is made by taking pictures with a thirty-five milliq- 

moter cauera. These pictures ate then produced ag positive 

transparent images on a strip of thirty-five millimeter filn. 

Adult education, as it was viewed In this study, em 

bodies the following charaotoristica’ 

1. It is voiunt as opposed to compulsory education, 
2 It is leautnaoad aud consecutive and therefore somee 

3e It does not constitute the major life occupation of 
the Individuals 

It 4s not primarily pursued with a view to oredit, 
rouotion in the future, ete. 

5 Tt is more of a genuine intrinsic and individual 
development than extrinsic and superficial addition of 

ted knowledge 

eee to some definite and vitel objective, 
7. It is conscious, intelligent, and responsible oducae 

tion. 

e
e
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8. It finds its beat expression in cooperative or 

G; Tb hag not ad’ yet, Geyataatéacd ‘wut fu ae e 8 not ag Crys 3 8 a 

of continuous erowh 2 tA = process 

For the sake of brevity, this study was not concormed 

with individual and specifie adult groups within the church 

but was confined to the use of the filustrip in the coxpre- 

hensive adult educaticaul program of the church, Visual 

aids, other than the filustrip, were treated to the extent 

in which their relationship to the filmstrip and adult ed- 

ucation secued important. No classification of filustrips 

or spscific reference to available filmstrips in the field 

of adult education were made because the value of such a 

Listing would soon become negligible as more and porhazs 

better filustrips ave produced. 

This report has been patterned according to the fol- 

lowing outline: Firat, the need for adult education in 

the church was taken into consideration. Next, the objec~ 

tives of adult education in the church, as these objectives 

are revealed in the larger segnents of Christianity, becaue 

the basis of investigation. Following this, a study was 

made of the place of vigual aids and particularly the fiine 

atrip in adult education, keeping in mind the objectives of 

adult education in the church. A comparative study of a 

  

lyaleolm Mao Lellan, The. 9 and Adult 
Education (Washington, De Ces the wsasion a8 

o Pe *  
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mumber of visual alds in their» velationship to the filnstrip, 

followed by a comparison of different types of filuastrips, 

became the basis of further investigation, The physical and 

mechanical aspects for proper utilization of the Lilastrip 

were then taken into consideration, Finally, the investiga= 

tion concerned itself with the actual procedure of Litting 

the filustrip into the program or pattern of adult education. 
Since much of the work that tho church hus done along 

the lines of adult edutation and the use of filmstrips has 

been unscientific and lacking in research end thorough inves- 

tigation, much of the source material for this study was 

taken from the findings arising outside religious education. 

Wherever possible, soureo material was used which dealt spo« 

cifically with the church and its utilization of the filu- 

strip. Research carried on in the armed forcos during and 

after World War If, the exporiments and research of several 

Colleres and miversities, the findings of a number of cone 

neroial and business users of filmstrips and the findings of 

public education in general ave frequently referred to. 

While this procedure may limit any conclusions that might 

be dvawm on the basis of this atudy, it was felt that much 

of the investigatidn of general education would be applicable 

to the church as well. With this thought in mind, selection 

of source material was made with regard to its relevance 

in the field of adult education in the oburoh.  



GHAPTER II 

ADULT EDUCATION AND IT?S RELATION TO VISUAL AIDS 

AND THE FILMSTRIP 

Tho Need for Adult Education and the Ob- 

jectives of Adult Education 

Hood for Adult Education, 

The term "adult education” first appeared in 1915-1916 

in the Reader's Guide to Curvent Periodicals and became a 

femiliar term in the United States during the first World 

Way when the startling fact that one-fourth of the Anorican 

amy 

cans 

education of the masses. 

to a 

was uot functionally literate became known, With this 

the realization that there was a crying need for better 

2 

It is conceded that the church too needs adult education 

greater extent than it has previously been realized. 

emen we have fre tly assumed that 
Zn our clensntery aveas we, Mayeaividuel for his present 
childhood; but also supply him with all the training 

for his complete adult life, the assumption being that 
the whole job must be done by the tine he is re to be 

confirmed, Realistically this is not only bad pe Ts 

it is an impossible task. Because we have sowetines 

naively believed that we could accouplish this, we have 

allowed our youth program to becasue secondary and our 

  

of Parish Education," darthur Gs Repp "op ectives 
Consents Thegiogienl uonthly » IXX (duly, 1948), ppe 236 
repr :
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work with adults practieally non<sxistent outside the 
Sunday morning sermons 

This need becomes all the more striking when it is 

taken into consideration that seventy percent of the world's 

population consists of adults. tueh of what thess adults 

have learned ten er more years ago is today chsolete and a 

good share of what they learn today will be obsolete ten 

years from now.? While it 4s true that tho church deals 

to a large extent with invariable truths which do not bacone 

obsolote with the passing of time, there are a great many 

truths which are hardly couwprehensible to anyone but the 

adult, living in an adult sltuation, be it in the hone, the 

church, or in the community. The fact also remains that 

While the fundanentals may be invariable, the conditions in 

which they operate remain constantly in flux and demand vee 

intorpretation and reevaluation, This should make adequate 

adult education a must for every church. 

Life was formerly much simpler than it is today and ao 

education was also much simpler. Wodern society makes me 

precedented demands on its educational institutions.+ the 

church is azong those institutions which feels the pressure 

  

21p1a, 

3qnuenan White, “Audio-Visual Materials in Adult 
Edueation," Edueational serdan, XXVI (Novembor, 197), 89. 

lisayry CG» HoKown and Alvin By Roberts, Audio-Vis 
Alda to Imutraction (New York: WoGraweH111 Yoo ; 

es g Be +o
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of needed educational expansion, "It must bo admitted, 

however, by even the tost zealous advocates of adult educa~ 

tion that the prosent level of performance is low. aS a 

, problem which particularly confronts the church is that dure 

ing about 166 or 167 hours contained in every 168 hour week, 

the church has no immediate hold on the adult. During this’ 

same time the person is subject to and immersed in an onvir- 

omient which in many respects is definitely hostile to Christ- 

dan living and is education which leads the person away from 

the Christian viewpoint and standard. Statistics show that 

in the Lutheran Church=<lilssouri Synod, only eight and nine 

tenths percent of its mewbers ave enrolled in Bible Classes, 

only twonty-five percent of the male adult membership is 

enrolled in men's elubs and only forty percent of the women 

attend any type of woments organizations! Yet the success 

of many of. the army and navy efforts seem to be a powerful 

argument that, when the programs of adult education are geared 

to veal adult needs and interests and are carried out effece 

tively, mature people are ready and willing to give their 

  

- 5a. 0. Houle, Ee We Barr, Ty Hy Hamilton and Jo Re Yale, 
The Armed Services Adult Education (Philadelphia: Ths West- 

Bter Presi, a Bo @ 

Westphall, HeAes DeDe, Tne Church's ortun] 

i °stward eatee ee PRL ; adelphi iad The eee Press, 
a e 

Tchristien Adult Edusations A Workshop Report," Concor~ 
dia Teachors College, River Forest, Tllinois, July 7 to ll, 

19h7, Board for Parish Education, Evangelical Lutheran Synod 
of Missouri, Ohio and Other States (mimeographed) p. 396
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whole hearted co-operation.” fho success of an adult educa~ 

tional prograw is enhanced if it starts at the level of the 

dndividual and his interosts and then proceeds to more 

abstract and broader things.” 

Objestives of Adult Education. 

Tho old pattorn of education vhioh probably helped 

make it so distasteful to adults was that the instructor 

or the teacher was to Lupart kmowledge which was to be 

absorbed by the learners while tho basic procedure of educa~ 

tion today 1s to arouse the pupil and direct his behavior 

into desirable channels? This procedure makes education 

much move palatable to the adult mind, 

Ia vegard to tho aims and objectives of adult sducation 

in general, it has been found that prograus of adult educa= 

tion should be divoctod to the achievement of goals which 

adults themselves feel to be real and significant. In the 

aray experience with adult education, one amay officer dee 

veloped high school courses in English history, and matho- 

matics and two months later only one small struggling class 

in algebra was still under way, Another army university, | 

using to the fullest extent the interests of the men, 

  

Soule, Barr, Hamilton & Yales Ode Sites Pe 23lt 

9114. 

LO jones Se Kinder, Audio-Visual Materials and Techni- 
ques (Chicago: American ompany s a De Jo
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Sponsored o nunbsr of discussion groups including such topics 

as, "The Atexiic Bomb,” "Should we Join Veterans! Orgaisa~ 

tions?" “Wheat about Conscription?" "Gan Opera Appeal to 

American?" This university found adult elasses to be 

highly successful and well attended.*+ 

The church itself has a mich broader program for adult 

education than is generally recognized. Adult education in 

the church "5 » ¢ is more than the removal of illiteracy or 

the botter preparation for creative vocation" .22 

Its objective is to help God's people to becoxe more 
and move Like Jesus in all phases of their total 
devolopuonts That they think more like Christ, have 
enotions that are Ohristlike; in shorts that they 
“epow up into Christ in all things",+3 

The adult program should challenge every man and woman 
to follow out the implications of his confession that 
hoe believes that Jesus Christ is the Son of God and 
accepts him as his Savior, This acceptance must moan 
esceptance of Jesus and his teachings as the Savior 
of human volations, of international Issues, of home 
life; of ee problems and all the other practical 
issues of life. : 

Westphall says that the church's objectives in adult 

education, for convenience sake, may be divided into two 

typos: tho ultimate or comprehensive objectives and the 

  

Wuouie, Barr, Hamilton, Yale, ope Site, Pe 233< 

42y56 Lollan, ope Gites Pe 36. 

134, t, Koehneke, "Tho Administrators of Parish Edu- 
cation," ‘Concordia Theplogical Monthly, XXIII (March, 1952), 
Pe 1935 

Uwrrpur C, Party, Christian Education for Adults 
(Ste Louls, Moe: The Bethany Press, sore Pe me   

—— 
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immediate or specific objectives, By the comprehensive 

objectives he has in mind that the wltimte goal of tho 

church is the establishuent of the Kingdom of God. The 

iumediate objectives are the desired results in the lives 

of the growing persoa which constitute steps to be taken if 

the more general or comprehensive objectives are to be 

realiged. These objectives constitute immediate steps. 

They operate in terms of particular situations in which 

growth is desired and sought. Both ave important to the 

church. 

But these objectives seem to be so broad and so general 

in character that they could almost cover everything and 

yet might not cover anything. Therefore the moru speciric 

objectives of the broad representations of Christianity are 

to be noted. Earl P, Zeigler gives an outline of what mignt 

bs considered the objectives of adult education in Protes- 

tantism: | 

Oe ete eeeerettet ee oerrieniy ones 
Sein Ga ceAS Say cada aed Gheiadas Sing, 
cheshire 1 dadsttet cdeenictsttady aovied balla 
ing of a Christian home and family life in whieh all 
the richest values of Christian faith and life are con- 
served, enhanced, and made inoreasingly significant for 
every member of the home through the home for the 

comunity, the nation, and the world. 

istian education seeks to develop in 

cee siulee the ability and disposition to 

  

* SSujgGbphalls gpe Sikes Pe 28-29e   
it
a 

tc
re
ci
na
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enter creatively into the life and work of the Church 
as the organized society of Christians and the chiof 
agency through which the cause of Jesus Christ is to 
be advanced, 

Objective iV Christian cducation socks to lead adults 

to partdoipate th alla Sone eT abs eds OR IR TS EIR, 
por scing of s0Glal order, throughout the cowauiity 
the nation, and the world, which increasingly asbodies 
ube ides} of the fatherhood of Ged and the brotherhood 
OL vlalle 

The Catholic objectives of adult education as stated 

by Hac Lollan tale into consideration a high regard for 

the chuech and its authority but in addition take into con- 

sideration the necessity for adequate eduextion toward home 

life and oltisenship,+! 
The Lutheran? aims and objectives of udult education 

Were sumed up in a workshop report in 19)7. 

1. Indoctrination of Seriptural truths for all mem= 
bers of the congregution, to further the growth and 
the godly living in Christ, (Falth-life) 2. Training 
of individual members for greater participation and 
leadership in the churoh (Disciples of Christ, com= 
petent parishioners.) . Training of individual 
memberg in the evangelization of the community and 

world. 5. ‘Training of individual wembers for Christ- 

ien citizenship ang cosmunity activities. (for life 

in todayts worlds )+? 

fo gwimarize sone of these objectives, the following 

Iban) F, Zeigler, The Way of Adult Education (Phila~ 
delphia: Westuinister Press; a PPe 3h-3/6 

lag Lellan, ope Oltes passins 

18opijectives of the Missouri Synod as swmariged in, 
"Ghrdstion Adult Education, A Workshop Roport,” pe 12e 

19zpHid, 
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ia found to be quite generally true of the ‘objectives as ox- 

‘pressed by the major Christian Church bodies, as they repre< 

sent thenselves In America. First, all of them are concerned 

with the individuals personal spiritual growth in relatlon«~ 

ship to God through increased lmowledge, The pattern of 

that growth may vary, the materials used and the direction’ 

of that growth may vary; but the desire for the individusis 

spiritual aligamont with God through a personal faith or 

attitude is found in the majority of objectives expressed. 

Second, there is a general tendanoy to foraulate objectives 

for the. outreach of the individual in his relationships ; 

toward his fellow human beings, This outreach is generally 

subdivided, specifically or generally, into the three sate~ 

gories of the home, the church, and the comunity or world 

at large. In the first of these objectives, in order that 

they may be carried out, material in adult education will 

have to ve directed primarily toward increased knowledge so 

that the reoipient may grow individually, In addition the 

training toward the acquisition of habits, skills and atti- 

tudes will be necessary, In the second of these objectives 

it is also necessary to materialize the objectives in terns 

of knowledge about our fellow Iman beings in the soolal — 

order in which God has placed us and then also direct tho 

objectives toward attitudes, habits and stills which will 

become a functional part of this social relationship. 

To sumiarize it still farther, the church's adult. education  



we
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prograna will in one way or another concern itself with the 

acquisition of kmowledge and the development of habits, 

attitudes and skills, Specifically what this kmowladge or 

these hebits, attitudes and skills will consist of is out- 

side tha scope of this report. 

For the present it is sufficient to say that the objec~ 

tives of a complote parish prograi of education present a 

task that cannot be crammed inte a single agoney nor assigned 

_ to avy one peried of life. It is a program that covers the 

entire Life span of the individual. from childhood to, and 

through, adulthcod.°° Co-operation and coordination of 
materials and agencies will te necessary at every level and 

it will be found that ths objectives ef adult education can 

bost be carried out as a functionally operating and integrated 

part of the entire church's program of education. 

Te Place of Visual Aids in Adult Education 

"It ig a trulem in education that all activities 

should be governed by the objectives sought." As it is 

true with tho schools so it is also true with the church, 

that the scope of education has becewe so complicated in 

charactor that it mast utilise every tested and approved 

  

2RerDs op. cite, Pe 18. 

Anoule, Barr, Hamilton) Yale, gps Gite, Pe 232s  
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method Imown.“- Yet it is st412 necessary that these methods 
be tested and approved befere they are used. In outlining 

the objectives of adult education 4n the church, it was 

found that essentially what is desired is an increase in 

knowledge and the development of habits, skilis, and atti- 

tudes. A Logical question te ask is whether visual aids can 

contribute to the adult educational program if these essen~- 

tials are to be its objectivos. 

fhe seventh International Workshop decided visual alda 

are good tools to be used by the church because they make 

concrete religious facts and ideas and because they help in 

the transfer of those facts and ideas into religious living. 

Visual aids can illuminate the Bible, the source of most: 

ideas and facts in the church and this is important because 

the Bible 1s at times hard to understend.”> If visual aids 
' Gan do this they will also meet the cbjeotives, In regard to 

increasing imowledge, Hockman suys, “The various visual aids 

Give inforsation. They do it bebter than the verbal pro= 

cesses we heve been depending upon up to now. "2 In rogard 

to the change of attitudes Hockman saya, "Can visual aids 

  

22zinder, eps Cites De Ye 

23a1exander B, Ferguson, “Audio-Visual Aids in Religious 
Binsstion, © gellsdous Biusstion, XL (NovemberDecember, 
1945), De 8 

2lw431340m Sq Hookman, Projected Visual Aids in the 
Shuroh (Boston: The eiiaein eee 585 THT). oe ors  
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be used to change the attitudes which are important in re« 

ligious living? We believe thet they cane"@5 the Forty~ 

Eighth Yearbook of the Natlonal Society for the Study of 

education statosqu 

Avdio=visual instructional materiale and an audio« 
visual program aro means to any educational end, Thoy 
help teachers do better the job of coummicating ine 
formation and ideas, of stimulating desirable attitudos 
and appreciation, of expanding interests, and of do= 
veloping potentlalitios into skills and coupotenoies.2° 

In 1930 already, Je J. Weber analyzed the findings of 

thirty oxperbuents regarding the value of visual aids which 

were conducted all over the coutry. His concluding state=- 

ment as voported by NeClusky was<<- 

it should be pointed out that the usefulmess of visual 
@lds « « » is spucific3;. that is, the usefulness of any 
visual aid varies wlth every topic or project. Visual 
aids ave supplewentary to actual experience, and both 
avo fundamental to verbal instruction. Visual aids 
thus provide perceptual foundations where actual ex= 
poxwLence is lacking and enable verbal instruction to 
transumte these into conceptual products through the 

processes of interprotation, integration, and general~ 
igation,. ‘This truth boing self-eyjdent there is no 
need for further experimentation. 

As evident as these truths may be there is still a 

groat deal of variation as to how effective visual aids are. 

  

25Ibids, Pe Ja 

26, 0150n Be Henry, editor, The Forty-Eighth Yearbook 
of the Nat sl Socisty for the 5 ° UuCa: CLEZ0 8 

The University of Chicago Presss 19L9)5 De a 

2Tp, Dean MeClusky, Audio-Visual Fea eohniques  ~ 
(Dubuque, Iowas Wile Ge Oupany » 9 Pe tl, - 
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Some enthusiasts in the visual aid field have made sweeping 

statements like, “One picture ig worth a thousand words," 

"Eighty-five porcent of learning is through the sense of 

sight" and siuilar wuiproven atabements, In this connection 

it is pointed out that the most you can say on the basis of 

any kind of ressarch is that atudents may learn up to thirty~ 

five percent more in a given period of time and may remember 

up to fifty-five percent longer.25 The percentages also 

will vary to a great extent ln various experiments. Knowlton 

and Tilten found that viauel aids increased knowledge of inter- 

rolatlonships involving interaction of events and forces 

thirty-five percent, historical personages twenty-three per- ~~ 

cent, and historieal geography nineteen percent.29 The Yale 

ressareh es roported by Mark A. Hay gives no percentages but 

says that gains in lmowledge were statistically sigaificant 

and that pupils with the best background of kmowledge and 

greatest maturity learned the most,39 Frank H. Freeman says, 

"Ye know enough about visual aids to Increase the effective- 

ness of instruction in many fields at least fifteen percent. 

This was demonstrated twenty years agos"3l He however 

23uarwy Strauss & Js Re Kidd Look, Listen Learn . 
(Hew York: Association Press, 19)5), pe Ii. 

29211sworth CG, Dent, The Audio-Visual Handbook (Chicago: 
Society for Visual Rdueation, Ince» Tz); De Clie 

‘ aroh in Audio-Visual Aids to _ Sd On 

a Seventh Tavesaational Gorkenoy 10K idion~Vasue, Orxe 

NGernav.ona. own10 g 

    

    

   

  

      

          

3lrrank E,. Freeman, “Visual Education from a Twenty-Five 
Year Perspective," Rduoational Soreen, AXV (Jane, 1946), pe 156  
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doesn't give the souree of his statistics, The Seventh 

International Workshop camtie to the conclusion that visual 

uaterials ald the retention of fucts by about thirty percent. 
C. Je Avaold says that projected visuak materials give about 

the following results in round figures; thirty-five percent 

more learning in forty percent less time with fifty percent 

greater retention of what has been learned, He adds that 

soue oducatlonal experiments show a higher peraentage, some 

not as high, but all show e definite improvement,>* an armed 

Services study showed that films provide a good means for 

prosenting basic background understanding and that their 

effects persist over a period of tine, 2+ In conclusion it 

ean only 7 said that all educators seem to be in agreement 

that visual aids help education reach its objectives. To 

what extent they do this will be determined by their use, 

the subjest matter and the medium used. 

One of the spedific aveas in which visual aids are an 

  
asset to education is thelr decrease in verbalization. Since 

words are merely symbols for something else and could not 

exist without concrete veallty, this decreased verbalization 

  

3 p Seventh Intemational Workshop in Audion | 
Visual Education, id er the auspices o: - 

mittee on A ea eual and Radio Bducation (Chicago: Inter 

national Couell of Religious Education, 1950)s pe 75 

33g, 3. Arnold, "Take Out the Windows,” Haueabional, 

Soveeg, AXVIT (December, 1945)9 ¥Es HOO UIE’, pe 2h3.
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is important. "Oral or printed words usually mean: nothing 

to a student until translated into a mental, 4mage".22 
Visual aids een help in creating these mental images, Tho 

fact that excess vertalization has become a part of us was 

demonstrated by Fy Dean Ne@lusky=~ 

Not long ago I tried an experiment which Lilustrates 
the hold whlch verbaliem hes on some individuals, 
I wrote the following statement on a sheet of paper, 
"li is proposed that a camittes be appointed to make 
a pllot study of permissive experimontalim to deter- 
mine the dyauuios of audio«visual instructions diivere 
entiated philosophies integrated dato o desocratic 
socloty for a united world", I took the statement 
to an oducational convention and showed it to several 
saall groups gathored in discussion between the formal 
sessions. Sone individuals indicated appreval. Ono 
cue to we Latex and offered to “put the motion in the 
business meeting", Another volunteered to second the 
wotion. A third suggested Immediate action so that 
"our assoolation dould get the full credit". fome were 
nen=comalital. Others recognized the statexent as sheer 
nonsense and sensed the humor in the situation. 

It seems that a great deal of this excess verbalisn came 

ubout when books became gosmon. Wisdom and learning were 

sunied up in the books by means of thesa abstract symbols, 

words. People got farther and farther away from direct son=- 

tact with the things of learming,?/ Whilo the necessity of 

books is not to be minimized there ars a nunber of psycho= 

logical disadvantages in bookss 

  

Sasrvert G. Weaver aod Blroy W. Bollinger, Visual Aids 
Their Gensivestion ane. Use (Hew York: D. Van Hostrand Con= 

pany'y as 9 Pe Je 

Hucoruary, Ope Chtay Pas Be 

3Tyindor, ops Sits» Pe Le 
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First the text book is impersonal. It 49 written in 
the third person, passive volce .» « « second, the text 
book is a distillation of aubject matter abstracted 
fvom the wealth of detail and supporting meaning of 
its original or present context . . « third, the texte 
book is intended for individual rather than group study 
« « » fourth, the textbook is gonerally weltten by some=< 
one vno is an authority on the subject .« » . seldom by 
& person ye is known for his ability to write clearly,’ 
fluently. 

Visual tools have an advantage over books because the 

visual tool presents itself in terms of a universal Language. 

Visual aids speak with the same amount of olaurity to all 

dunguage groupse People may vary intellectually to a sreat 

deal in our adult edueation groups in the church, These 

adults may also vary in thely interpretation or comprehension 

of a Visual aid; but Lt remains true that pictures, still or 

moving, avo effective at all intellectual levels.29 Gilbert 

Weaver quotos George Bernard Shaw as saying-= 

fhe number of people who Gan read is small, the number 
of those who can read to any purpose, much smaller, 
and the aunber of those who are too tired after a hard 

days work to read«<en is, Sut all except the blind 
and deaf can see and hear’. 

Resiny it is not our purpose to minimise the value or the 

necessity of the textbook oz any other type of printed liter=- 

ature. Our purpose is to show ite liwitations, The Froeman= 

Coumonwealth study which was made over a poriod of threa ; 

  

38onavies ¥F. Hoban, "Films and rexbogokes” Edueationsd 
Soreen, XXIV (December, 1915), vps bySealOe 

39uxs, Ve Ie Blaiy, "Films in Adult Education," See and 
Heavy, I (February, 1917)» PP. 2-26. 

LOvenver & Bollinger, OPe Sibey PP» 23.   
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years in cight-olties and threo universities gives uo support 

to a belief that pictures way be substituted for language. 

Tt does, however, indicate that pictures have a definite 

funetion to perform, The function will be determined by 

the nature and the purpose of the instruction. Their most 

valuable asset is that they can give cortain kinds of ex~ 

perionce of a concrete sort, 

Visual aids too, have theix definite linitatiqns. It 

was found by leaders in the armed sorvices program that 

audio-visual aids had certain diatinct advantages in creating 

interest and in coming cleser to concrateness than can a 

book but they were distinctly limLted in their application,/ 

Kinder says that while audlo«visual aids are among the most 
effective media for fumishing vicarious experience, you 

camot say that visual and verbal symbols as represented in 

quantative and linguistic abstractions are not a necessary 

part of the oducational scheme, He says no sane person ad= 

Vocates replacing books or teachers with audio-visual rater- 

fais.43 the balance will probably continue to lie in favor 

of the written and spoken word as educators recognize the 

value of visual aids as supplementary tools. 

xoctusky, gp. Sites Pr 39% 
l2zoures Bazv, Hamiltony Yale, ope Sites Pe 2h3. 

L3xinder, Os City, Pe 12. 
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Today theae two-=the spoken word and the written word 
smware still the most important chaunela of instruce 
tion, and they will probably remain so despite those 
individuals who fear "rgbot instruction", and those — 
prophets who see them shortly replaced by the radio, 
electric transcription, films, and other devices now 
included in the audio-visual prograu. 

We find that in the twelve years since this statement 
was made a lot of progress has taken place but the analysis . 

seoma to remain generally true, 

Under the need for adult education we noted that a 

majority of the adult organizations im the chureh are poorly 

attended. Here visual aids may be an asset. Ina atudy 

made in Ganada it was found that elghtyesix percent of the 

people in attendance would not have come out to discuss 

public issues had not a film been part of the program. tS 

in the armed services 4t was found that motion pictures,  . 

slide fllms, charts, phonograph records; mock-ups, and other 

devices would attract an iumediate interest which would often 

make then effective.” If this immediate interest is confined 

to motivation for more learning it is probably good and 

Wholesome, If it isa fulfilment of the desive to be enter= 

tained we may question its educational morit and even consi- 

der it a disadvantage, McHown and Roberts say that 

  

Wicexown & Roberts; ops Sites Pe 3s 

Wetrauss & Kidd, ope Gites Pe 12s. 

\Sxoute, Harv, Hamilton, Yale, ops oite, Ps 243s 
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with projected plotures; merely looking at thea vopre~ 
sents a sort of entertainment, while looking at then 
in an attempt to find the answors to dmportant ques= 
tions represents fyory vital and functional odueca- 
tional. procedure, 

A strong temptation wlll be ts employ such materlals 
to arouse public curiosity or to offer them as enter- 
taimment. This ie defeat the fundariental 
purposes of worship. :     While visual aids nay serve the adult groups very well as 

entertaimient, entertalamont is not a part of adult educa-= 

tion as we are treating it in this report. 

That there can be an overuse of visual aids was found 

by the aymed services, "Thera ig a great deal of evidence 

to indicate that many men. in the armed services became soxe= 

What bored with the constant use of visual aids in their 

training,"#9 421 but the extromists gradually realised 
that audio~visuel additions to other customary classroom 

Pprocodures were valuable only when they could bo fitted 

easily and well into a program and were directly related to 

the objectives sought. There ia a danger that visual aids 

WILL often be ovePused. This posghbility of overuse is eu 

hanedd todsy by the preseat great daterest in this field 

and especially the "quack interest" of adwinistrators who 

  
use then merely to prove their progressiveness, Also the — 
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ease with which these aids are now obtained can causs a 

tendency toward overuse,?? 

The use of a varlety of methods seems to be the only 

adequate answer to the needs of adult education. The mon: 

who made a study of the amaed services educational progran 

Yound that 

the uso of a varlety of methods is better than reliance 
ou a single mothod. The priuciplo was followad again 
and again in the Amzy and Navy off-duty programs, par 
ticularly in attempts at orientation. It rather offece 
tively negates the yearnings of soma oxtremista to os« 
tablish some one mothod--usuelly discussion, appren= 
ticeship, or the presentation of audlo«visual aldis-~-ag 
the chief ge indeed the only valid method of adult 
education. 

For these reasons tho astablisitient of a criteria for 

when to use visual alds is important. Tho Seventh Interna» 

tional Yorkehop under the leadership of Walter H. Vernon 

set up the following oriteria: 

Visual materials should be used: : 
a To recreate the past, as iu church histozy and Old 

Peatamont units. . 
be To bring the Sear close, as in missionary ualts. 
Ge To make persqnalities veal 
ad. To wake objective emotionally eharged situablonuse 
@. To introduce new content into an essential truth; : 

to volute comionly held concepts to living situations. 

f. To stiuulate an iumodiate response to a situation, 
Ge. To isolate and emphasize sognents of subject matter 

ain order to achieve a particular purpose. 
hy, When an overview is wanted of a whole area. 

Vigual materlalg should not be used$ — 
es Wied the use Will materialiue a spiritual idea or 

50u crown and Roberts, op. Citas Pe hoe 

Slugule, Barr, Hamilton, Yale, ope Sites ps 235» 
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coneant. : 

be As a gubdstitute for a first~hand experiente. 
G. Whon the use wlll iwpoverish or limit a concept. 
d. Whon another tool will be more effective and is 

cheaper and more easily used, 
@, Whon the unit is of such short duration and/or 

avallablie material is so extremely limited that 
the use of visuals would crente DEgduotion, distri 
bution, and utilization problems.-* 

It seens now that visual aida will inorease in their 

popular use in the church, One of the Lutheran Churohes in 

St. Louis has set aside an annual budget of four hundred 

@ollars for visual aid material and equipment, Other con= 

eregations are spending similar gums, Returned veterans 

who attendsd colleges and public schools overwheluingly 

indorsed a greater use of audio-visual aids in civilian 

education, This indoraexent will probably further influence 

their use.?? Further evidence that the church has been 

growing in its interest in and use of visual aids is indi- 

cated by productions such as those of the Protestant Film 

Commission and special sections devoted to church use in 

periodicals such as Educational Seveen, Film World, Audio~ 

Wiguad guide, and See and Hear. Many denominations snd 
commercial firms as well have taken a great deal of inter~ 

est in their prowotion and production. 

  

53genry, Ope Gites Pe 260. 
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The important thing today does not seem to be that 

visual aids need prowotion, Tho greatest need todey is 

to use them wisely and Imowlngly on the basis of sound 

educational principles. 

But when all 4s sald and dono, visual communication 
in religious education has been haphazard, sporadic, 

te ernest Pencreeeieea ant the Sisotive cat 
to make it a definite part of onary well planned 
program of veligious education, 

fhe Place of the Fillnstrip 

in Adult Education 

Guite often when the term "visual aids" is mentioned, 

peoplo Interpret Lt to be synonymous with motion pictures, 

Probably this is due to the extensive advertising of filus 

which has made educators film conscious.” Leaders in the 

movenent of visual education, however, are Convinced that 

the motion picture ig only one of several available media. 

The lantern slide has increased in popularity since the 

developuent of kodathrome film and the filastrip has been 

quite widely used by the armed forces for certain purposes 

in preference to motion pictures because it was found to be 

more effective.’ 

  

55 "ane New Day in Visual Religious 
Educations™ Be siete ucat a xt (November~-December, 

195), PpPe 3 . 

5Oveaver and Boliings?, Ope Sikes De Le 

STyieth, Ope Gite, Pe 3256   
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There is still some confusion as to tersinology in 

regard to the filustrip. 

One group of terms ends in "strip"--filastrip, filmu 
strip, filn-strip, sound filu-strip, silent fiin- 
strip. Another set ends in "film"-«stripfiln, strip- 
film, slide filu, slideflim, sound and silent slide 
film. Another set of terms ends in "slide", Here 
they sre3 filmslide, film slide, sound flilusiido, 
silent film-slide. hong ave two other variants: 
Plcturol and Stillfila. 

All os theac various terms, for our purposes, will refer 

to tho proviousliy described thirty-five millimeter strip 

of film used for projection, 

The filusatrip came into existence shortly before 1920 

when Underwoods of New York conceived the idea of putting 

their large photographic library on fifty-five millineter 

£iim,?9 Actual fllmstrips as we Imow them today were in- 

troduced in 1920 by the Soolety for Visual Education, In- 

corporated, °° During most of the filmstrips existence it 

has been a velatively unimportant member of the visual aid 

family, coming into prominence in the past ten or fifteen 

years Oo Lately the filmstrip has been coming into popu- 

larity, not to the exolusion of other visual devices, but 

where it has most to contribute, Now that teachers are 

S8yoeiman, Ope Sites Ps 226 

5Qvera Me Falooner, Filustripa (Mew York: McGraw-Hill 

Book Company, 193)5 pe de 

S0pent, Ope Sites Pe Bla 

SLiooiuan, Jose -Glbe . 
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becoming more alert 4n their selection of visual aids, they 

are also becoving shrewder buyers and are getting more of 

the utmost teaching value out of the visual education bud- 

get, enpecially in the subject matter areas where motion is 

62 During the var, 

instructors reported confidence in filmstrips as a major . 

teaching aid and had a desire to use the: but did not use 

them as extensively as they might have, partly because of 

the inferior quality of some of the filmstrips.°2 In oivil- 

ian education there has been a definite upsurge in the use 

of Pilustrips as indicated from sales. . 

Ono major producer tells me that last year he sold 
filnstrips to twee as many schools as he did motion 
pictures. Another estimates his filmstrip sales are 
up fifty percent, One of the largost filustrip dealers 
says his. flimutrip saleg in 1949 increased a hundred 
porcent. 

H. EB, Simon in his arsicle on utilizing visual aids in the 

not essential to adequate presentation, 

parish says~« 

The visual aid which appears to be gaining the most 

ground in religious circles is the so-called tri~ 

purpose (35 mm. a e and doubhe frame, filustrip 
end 2X 2 flimslide) projectors 

  

62manety percent of all subject matter taught in 
sohools adeg net require motion for effective presentation. 

Falconer, Filmstrips, pe 2 | 

63zenry, ‘Ope Gites Pe 258. 

Clivena M. Faleoner, “F¥ilustrip Boom", Scholastic 

fegchor, LVI (Mavehl, 1950), p. L2T. 

655 E. Simon, "Utilising Visual Aids in the Parish," 

Lutheran Edusation, XXCIII (Deceuber, 197), Pe 212  
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The Kansas Glty, Missourl, Young Men's Christian Assocla= 

tion has an average of four hundred groups meeting every 

’ week and Wauy of thease ave adults, This assoclation Paports; 

"Obviously we have only made a beginning with filmstrips-- 

but we have made a beginning, ost of our use of filmstrips 

4s now with youth, bub we are expanding", 0° 

Since the filustrip is and has been gaining in pope 

ularity as a visual. tool 1t becomes necessary to explore 

its effectiveness, The conclusion reached by the Zurich 

General, Accident ond Liability Insurance Company of Thicage,; 

a& Plonesr in their use with lectures on health, is this? 

The effectivencss of sound slidefilms as an education» 
al medium is limited only by the skill with which the 
films have been produced and by the preparation and 
Polloweup in conection with their showing. 

That filustrins are effective with not oaly mature indiv= 

iduals with a broad background, but also with the illitere 

abe and wolottered, was illustrated very. effectively by 

  

the amiy's usce 

fhe filmstrips used were carefully correlated with tho 
Army veader, tied in directly with the military expe 
fence of the mon, and were eminently successful. (The 
average illiterate acquired the basic reading and 

avLltimetica gicilis nagossary for modern soldiers in 
about oight woeks) >» 

  

667, A. 'o Donald, "Wo Stumbled onto Filmstrips," 
Educational, Sersen, XKIX (March, 1950), 110-211. 

67, Goumercial Coupany Favors Filmslides for Its 
Educational Purposes," Educational Sereen, XXV (January, 
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The University of Texas used homemade filmatrips in 

its English department and in this experimental instanos 

found filastrips, correlated with workbooks; themes, and 

conferences, ta te about equal to the customary procedure 

of lectures, correlated with workbooks, themes, and con- 

ferences .°9 

In the Air Force training, flimstrips were found to 

“be most useful in group situations controlled by an in- 

atructor, Filuatrips wore 4 proferred mediwn for presenting 

technical and mechanical subjects. It was also found that 

the fllmstrip is not a substitute for the training film or. 

any other visual aid but is a visuwl aid of major character 

within its own wight, /° 

That flimstrips cen be used too often was also pointed 

out vy tho uxperiuental use ab the University of Texas. 

"With daily classes the majority liked them about once a 

waok't ait 

Up to the present time the churchts use of fllustrips 

in adult education does not seem to be too extensive. There 

ara no statisties available on their effectiveness in this 

  

69 “geperimental Filustrips in English 
Pundauontele,” Ranosbional, Soreet, XKV (November, 1946) 

702. Gg, Brecha, "Filustrips in Air Force Training," 
Audio Vinual Guide, XVI (Marok, 1950), ppe 27~28- 
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specialized field. But this much can be said, 

The production of filustrips for the special needs 
of adult education opens up a wide field for investl=- 

Glasses 1n oshools, have, however, been foyya to ve 
most acceptable for adult classés as well, 

The church usor will naturally have to use tho filustrips 

produced for other purposes with discretion and adapt those 

which are useable to his needs. There are in addition nore 

than forty solleges and universities scattered over the 

cowmtry which have avallable Pilsastyrip libraries.!3 The 

catalogue containing the cowplete listing of the material 

produced by the United States Office of Education, United 

States Department of Agriculture, the War Department, and 

Navy Dopartment can be obtained free of charge from Castle 

Films, Distributor Corporation, New York, Chicago, and San 

Francisco. A few othor commercial distributors are the Jan 

Handy Organization, Society for Visual Education, in Ghicago, 

Stillfilm, Incorporated, and denowinational publishing 

houses, t+ The Audio-Visual Resouros Guide for Use in Ro- 

Ligious Zdusation!? 4s a helpful service bulletin which 

  

72"rajusteips for Adults, geography, art and technology," 
Times: ndusational Supplements, ios 1719 (April 10, 1948), pe 226 

7 B, Haas and Harry Qe Packer, Exgpanatien sae 

Use x eee Be (Hew Yorks FPrenticeseHall, Ince, 1940)5 

PPe 190% ‘List of sources is given on those pages.) 

ThIpide » Pe 226 

75, igs Rsouree guide for_Use in Religious 
Biusation, ey ernational Council of Religious 

ca » 1950).  
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lists the sources of available materials, where to scocure 

this material, and which material is best sulted for spe- 

cifie objectives. Those Listings consist of motion pictures, 

slides, and filmstrips, all in the religious field. This 

guide lists a sizeable nwabexr of fllmstrips suitable for 

adult education. 

As to tha availability cf material, Uocimsn says, 

Present resources are multiplying, but Tne Or PERE OLY 
the quality of muck available material is poor 

We have fllastrips, carpontered out of photgavapnie 

tal cttterta fon tidmscrtperth @) 1a wen aa 
In gumarizing the value of the filmstrip to the ohuroh 

in education, he further states that the church can use 

sequences maps, and the filustrip is the best of all visual 

media for this purpose. The church can use projected hymas, 

and since sequence is so important here, the filmstrip will 

serve ag a good medium for this purpose. The church also 

has thousands of stories to tell and the filustrip is val- 

uable ‘for this step-by-step process. !9 Also tho filustrip 

will be veluable for the church in reconatruction of past 

events of9 

  

7eroatccun, Ope Qltes Po 29e 

Wrpia., Pe 190. 

T8tpid., ppe 25-29. 

T9p, Owon, “Advantages pe Filnstrip Teaching," Hation's 
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Sinco it hes these and other definite valuoa, educators 

in the religious fiold are interested in a greater uso of 

flinstrips as is showa by tho following quotations 

If aii the creative effort should go into the making 
of feature films which ars best usable for auditorium 
presentation only, 16 would seem to be a mistake, 
Thove is a continuing need for lantern glides, fline 
strips, and short moving pictures suitable for classe 
Yoo use. 

  

S0yzoth, Spo Gites Ppe 325-328. 

  

  
 



  

  

  

CHAPTER IIT 

ADVANTAGES AND Peters OF THE 
FILASTR: 

Conmparigon of Filmstrip with other Visual Tools 

The relative merit.or lack of merit on the part of any 

one particular visual tool can ba very highly subjective 

depending on the emphasis of the course of study involved 

and the knowledge and objectives of the instructor using 

the visuxi tool, Gonsequently there is a wide range of 

dlsagreonent as to the relative effectiveness and adapta- 

bility of the various medias 

The Seventh Intornational Workshop in Audio~Visual 

Education made a study in regard to tho merits and denerits 

of certuin visual aids and gave a list of visual tools 

and what they considered the respective merits and demerits 

of each: 

Flat Pictures 

ositive negative 
Sanventans for indiv- Biftioult to focus group 
eee study. R oe 
May become periaancn abies 
possessions of puplla. Highly dependent on 

Flexible, portable, : Imagination utLlizations 

need no squipuente 
Gan be handled. 
Can be school made. 
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Slide Seta 

Concrete group attentions Static. 
Basy to edit, adapt. Quite dependent on utiliza- 
Hay be permanent acquisition. tions 
Good color available. Expensive as compared toa 

fliastrips. | 

Flinstrips 

Minimun dependence on utill- Fixed order and nwaber of 
ization Bitiise Frans s 
Low-cost permanent Wigh quality durable color 
acquisitions. ad1ffioult to achicva. 

Sound Plingtrip 

Coordinate sound and imaga Static. 
carefully. Complex equipuont. 
Professionally poliahed Weak on dratia and dialog. 
performante ab low cost. 

Regordings 

Inmedlacy of personal Have none of the advantages 
contact. of visual alds. 
High potential fox dvaua inflexible. 
and porsonal appeal. 
No limiting visual image, 

Sound Pils 

Eneoupass words and action Require expensive facilities, 
simultaneously. Mugt be rented by local 
Can eas. use 8 users 
ato: orcesaanniter ae Inflexible.~ 
sat gate. 
Attentlon~«compelling 
iumediacy, 
Gan be drauatios 
Rich repertacive of tran< 
sition devices to make 
Pelationships slears 
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Visuas and Radio "mduoa’ j apbernational Gouneli. 
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Back in 195 the leaders attending the Second Interna« 

tional Workshop in Visual Educetion attempted to compare 

the value of a number of the prominently used visual tools 
accarding to a point system in which the maximum rating 

would be a score of twelve. ‘These points ware then to be 

divided according to tha four eategories, information, 

interest, motivation, worship. Mo agiontifie method was 

used to deteraine their findings, However, the conclusions 

ean be considered significant since they are combined 

opinions of leaderg in the fields 

TABLE 1 
The Educational Value of a Wusber of Visual Tools. 
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_A& comparison. of the Lmportance of visual aids according 

to the amount of money spent on the different items naturally 
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places tho filmstrip noar the bottom of the list, not be« 

cause it is tho least used, but because 1t happens to be 

one of the least exponsive, It is this low cost which isa 

in itself ono of the filmatrips createst advantages. In 

Oklahoma a study of where the audio-visual doliar in cduca= 

tion goes resulted in some interesting percentages, — 

TABLE 2 

How the Audio-visual Dollar is Spent in Oklahowa. 

Motion ploture fllms. « « «16 percent 

PlinstPipte » « « s « «© « = 3 percent 

« 2 percent Glass elidose ee « « ¢ 

Projection equipments « e323? percent : 

e 2 percent : 

| 

Phonograph records. « « 

Specialized supervision « e 7 percent 

Maps, charts, globes. « « «12 percent 

Behool excursions « « « « e & percent 

Since the army was the largest user of visual aids 

in the adult education field thelr findings should lend 

so“e weight to the comparison. From a survey aiong Aray 

instwustora it has boon revealed that there is little pre- 

ference for the ftlmstrip. Among those surveyed, 45 percent 

preferred graphic portfolios (a series of large charts 

mounted om an easel) and only 20 percont proforred filustrips 

  

* "Gests of Audio-Visual Materials," 

Beek Sereon, XAVI (dune, 1947)» Pre 306-308.
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and 18 percent Indicated no preference botween the two. 

An analysis of why filustrips were not as popular in amy 

dnstruction showa no disparagement of the filustrip itself. 

The reasons ingluded (a) an abundange of other available 

aids, (b) the lack of relationship between the production 

of filmstrips and their rate of use, (c) an additional 

amount of time and work was necessary on the part of an 

inatructor in order to use a fiimstrip effestively, (a) 

the poor quality of many of the filustrips was significant 

as doupared to the supexlor quality of other aids, 

Goodman made a comparison of the effectiveness of 

Your visual media in teaching a unit of safety education 

in the sixth grades He used the sound motion picture, 

the silent motion picture, the sound flilustrip, and the 

silent filustrip. Contrary te most theories he found the 

silent motion picture to be superlor to the other three. 

The two filustrips were aboub equal to each other, The 

sound motion picture was laste” Here it must be remembered 

thet the pupils were not adultes and thus the results might 

vary considerably in a sinilar experiment among adults. 

A survey of forty-eight midwestern colleges found 

. . » sound motion plébures, models, and slides (in that 

~ 
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erder) were of greatest potential usefulness in college 

instruction, and particularly in solence classes", 6 Flin=- 

strips weren't even listed among those most useful. Prob~ 

ably a later survey would show some difference sings the 

filustrip has come into Llts om more recently. In the 

seme survey 1% was found that a number of difficulties 

stand in the way of extended utilization of motion pictures 

even though they are listed first. Aside from lack of 

projection equipment and adequate physical faclilties, it 

Was found that it was often impossible to. obtain filus at 

tho times they fitted into the course of study, there was 

@ lack of suitably mature films for college use; and a 

lack of films which deal in detail with small teaching 

areas and do not attempt to cover half the course, ! 3in- 

dlay difficulties are frequently expressed by church users 

and become a serious drawback to the effective utilization 

of the motion picture. 

Another comparison of four visual. tools whieh would 

tend to shed umfavorable light on the filmstrip was con=- 

ducted by the California Association of Adult Education, 

Comparing the motion picture, the cartoon motion picture, 

Pecording, and sound slidefilm, Atomic Power and You and 

Your Family weve the motion pictures used. Brotherhood 
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of ian was the cartoon type motion picture. Desdline for 

Living was the recording and Reamwork the filmatrip. 

Ratings wore made on the basis of porsonal involvement and 

what the viewers considered sulteble for adult use. Ths 

motlon picture, Atomic Power, received the highest rating, 

while the motion picture You and Your Family was way dow 

in fourth place, The recomiing was second highest, the 

cartoon type movie third and the filmwatrip Teamwork was 

fifth or in last place. Actually net too much emphasis 

can be placed upon these ratings, The quality and subject 

matter of the various media would naturally influence them, 

It was suapeoted that the rating for You and Your Family 

Was so low because the audience was made up chiefly of un= 

marvied people, The filestrip was the last thing show in 

the long progrem and the audience lacking a great deal of © 

experience with the use of filustrips tended to judge it 

by tiotion picture standards,” 

In 192). a study was initiated at the University of 

Chicago under Freeman to determine which visual aids are 

best and most effective. The results indicate that the 

effectiveness of the visual aid used depends upon its 

adaptation to the nature of the subject and the actual 

quality of the visual aid which is used. So any endeavor 
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to actually rate any visual media will be determined to a 

large extent by a number of outside and variable factors 

which are incapable of being measured? 

Nevertholess, since the filustrip is becoming ever 

more popular to the extent that some church educators would 

almost justify its uss to the exclusion of other visual 

media, -? there must be first sous justification for the 

projection of a pictuxe rather than using pictures in a 

flat unprojected manner, There should also be some reason 

for the use of projected pictures in place of the blackboard 

or chall: board which has doen with us for many yoarse 

Although the survey of Avay instructors indicates a prefer- 

ence for the non=projeated visual aid, education has found 

that what can be made the most vivid in the mind of the 

learner will be remenibered by him for a longer period of 

time and will have more meaning for him, 

ing light te a te picvason aeswelntctes ee 
intensify the quality of light, give us the most vivid 
feeling of reality that the photograph in ita various 
manifestations can give. It is for this reason that 
the projection, whether in motion or in slide, in color 

or whack and white, gives us more of the plastic quality 
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resembling the original object than can the corrosponde 
ing print.lé 4 = 

Also the Tact that the unprojected picture is difficult to 

use and display with larger groups because of ita usual : 

small size ov otherwise becomes cumbersome and unmanageable 

if it is large enough for the entire group to see is worth 

montioning in coiparing it to the filmstrip, A greater 

auount of imagination is required to transfer reality to 

the umprojected plcture, a factor which is not too great 

an obstacle in teaching children but becomes a serious 

impedinent with ths less imaginative adult. The disadvan- 

tages of enabling e larger audience to make use of the 

wupro jected picture can ba overcome to some extent by 

having enough copies available for each person but hers 

the handicap of focusing the attention of the group becomes 

apparent, ‘The simplicity and ease of utilization plus 

availability are probably the greatest assets of the unpro~ 

jected visual aid of flat picturs, 

{ho blackboard has been a member of the visual family 

for a good uany years and it 1a to be noted that it remains 

a handy and economical visual aid to instruction, Its 

possibilities of variety and change in the hands of a 

12 naw lea F. Hoban, Vizuali the Gurriculm (New York: 

The Cordon Company, 1937)» Pe 7e 
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resourceful teacher ave unlimited. It utilizes the tendency 

to wateh niotions The class will wateh the crayon of the 

teacher to see what is coming next, no matter what the 

teacher is drawing. Kut at the sane time not all teuchors 

are equally adept at freehand diagramming and sketohing./3 

Here projection can be of valuable assiatance. When, for 

iastance, a map drawn on the chalk board would be a great 

help, perhaps to trace Paul's journeys or some sinilar 

event in Bible History, 1t would be a sinple process to 

project a map from olther a slide or fllastrip onto the 

hoard, trace the outline, and then fill in the details as 

the class progresses in its lesson, 

In the line of projected visual aids tho filuatrip is 

  
definitely finding its place. “Because commercially pro- 

duced slide films are readily available and are convenient 4 

to transport, use, and store, they are replacing individual 

slides," There ig some amount of disagreement as to the 

superiority of slides over filustrips and vice versa. Here 

opinions may vary. He E. Simon has this to says "Your 

writer feels, and, his studies in preparing this paper 

have strengthened that feeling, that for the present the 

13y, Dean MoOlusky, Audso-Visual Tea Technique 
(Dubuque, Towa: William 0. Brown Goes 19N9)s De (Ve 

Ubgsibert Ge Weaver and Elray W. Bollinger, Visual Aids 
Their Gonstruction and Use (New York: D. Van Nostrand 

any, Ines, 1949)5 ve . ; 
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filastrip is by far the more practical tool." Colored 

slides, he adds, coat fifty or sixty cents a slide. With 

filastrips it is possible to cover the Old and Hew Testa- 

ment with six hundved fourteen individual pictures at a 

cost of only §22.50.19 & sinllay number of colored slides 

would cost between three hundred and three hundred and 

seventy dollars, "when fllustrips are purchased outright 

they will cost from two to rive dollars per strip of forty 

to eighty pictures",2° In this same comection the fact 

that the filustrip is much more convenient to handle than 

the slide gives it an advantage. "The weight of a single 

strip packed for shipment is so slight that it can be mailed 

for three cents".*! ‘this plus the added fact that the film- 

strip is easy to carry around (can be slipped into a pocket 

or purse), plus the fact that filmstrips are very eusily 

stored, take up little space and are easy to find by label- 

ing the tops of each container, would all seem to indicate 

that the filustrip is by far superior to the miniature 

Slide for the avorage church!s adult use. 

However there are other things to be taken into con- 

sideration, Probably the greatest disadvantage of the 
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filmstrip as compared to the slide 1s that “a strip filn 

is easily scratched and ruined; this is true especially of 

color raam",2® Color film having a softer emulsion is 

more exsliy damaged, Since color film is much more expen~ 

sive than black and white, this becomes a serious drawback 

and will remain a drawback until a harder surface euulsion 

is produced. The question of the relative merit of black 

and white and color projection will be taken up at a later 

point in this chaptor, 

As to the rigid continuity of the flimstrip compared 

to the flexibility of the slide, Weaver and Bollinger have 

this to aay, “There is no possibility of the pictures 

getting out of sequence as they are joined together on a 

single strip. This may or may not bs an advantage "219 

As to the ease with which these projected pictures may be 

used, 1t is a definite advantage to have them in this rigid 

sequence since they are more easily changed in going from 

ono picture to another. It is easier to turn back to a 

previous picture and more pictures can be shown faster 

with less interruption and disturbance on the part of the 

projector or those operating it, Also the definite sequence 

lends itself ta a eloser developuent around a concrete 

18narry G. HoKom t: Alvin B. Roberts, gudiorVisuah 
fase te tmseruct ise (New York: HeGraweHil 

oy }p Da 190 

9veaver and Bollinger, OPe Sites Pe 208, 
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lesson plan and lesson guides are more easily utilised. 

On the other side, one slide oan be drawn out and used alone 

ov even assimilated into various lessons. It is also much 

easier to skip over pictures which are not pertinent to the 

topie. However, more skill is required on the part of the 

teacher if such use 1s to be capitalized. Probably the best 

guide in whether to select filmstrips or slides is which 

medium has tho best material available for the particular 

teaching job that is to be-done. . 

In the field of adult education partioulurly the motion 

picture has received a great deal more attention than any 

othe: visual media and it is not uncommon for the average 

person to consider visual education as being synonymous 

with uiotion piotures, Much of this emphasis on the exclu- 

sive use of motion pictures is hard to justify. Therefore, 

while the motion picture and the filmstrip sannot be ex 

pected to porform the same jobs equally well we believe it 

Worthwhile to make a comparison. A study by Miles and Spain 

on the avy use of films and filmstrips indicated that the 

Majority of instructors preferred movies to filustrips. 

However this study is not necessarily applicable to civilian 

life besause of the unlimited budget of the Havy and the 

availability of motion picturess“? Hoban made a detailed 

analysis of the use of fllmstrips in the army. The amy 
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film on mapereading was compared for effectiveness with a 

flilmstrip made up of single frames of key pictures fron the 

motion picture, Using carefully equated groups, the motion 

picture appeared superior in teaching certain concepts, and 

the filmstrip was superior in others.“ Taking into consid~ 
eration the great difference in cost it seems roasonable to 

assume that where the budget in Limited, in similar oirewme- 

stances, the flimstrip would be the more practical to use. 

The truth about audio-visual materials is that their 
use involves an Llacrease in the cost of instructional 
services, ‘The purchase of qudlo-visual materials 
camot be financed by reducing expenditures for books 
and other printed materlala, or by increasing and re= 
ducing fhe size of the teaching oF aduinistrative 
start, 

"The average cost of the quality religious film offered to= 

day may run anywhere from $1000 to $2000 per minute of screen 

time" “2 Consequently a limited supply of good religious 

educutional films is aveilablo at the present time and rent- 

al costs on films which are available is also quite high 

compared to a filmatrip waich for a few dollars bacomes the 

permanent possession of the individual chureh and may be 

used any number of times with any nuaber of groups. Only 

as far back as 1947 it could be saide= 
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fna,"an {es Sands, Se'Sitie Storgidoo™y * See Hessen 
The coast of the motion ploture projooter itself is about 

$500 and the cost of film rental is between $6 and $25. 

The cost for producing Youth for the Kingdom by the lutheran 

Laymen's League was $80,000.29 Another "advantage » « « is 

that each pictura on the diaoussional stripflim or sound 

slidofilm, when used without a record, can be readily pro=- 

jected on the screen for any length of tine",2° If dis- 

Gusesion secms important at any particular time, the filmetrip 

may be stopped and discussion may take place, while the 

motion picture continues to move onj or if it is stopped 

much of the advantage of sequence and motion is lost. There= 

fore many of the leaders in the visual aid field have re=- 

Gognized the previous overemphasis on motion pictures din 

education. ; 

getting « crowd, it is not gyways as effective as other 

methods in actual teaching, 
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The comparison of the wotion picture film with other — 
Visual aids-~slides, stereographs, still pictures<« 

as means of informational instruction, indicates that 
tne motion picture is superior within a restricted 
range of subjects and that outside this range of sub~ 
jects the older devices arg,us effective or more effec~ 
tive than motion pictures, 

Tho latter stateuent by Fs Dean HeOlusky is backed up by 

fourteen experiments in three school systems over a period 

of two yoars. 

Freeman, Rosder, and Thomas carsled on some vesezroh 

in this cormection and their findings are aummarised thus: 

Although the flim is found superior in certain aspects 
to vorbal mothods of presenting concrete material, its 
superiority to other visual aids varies with the type 
of matorial and the type of learning expected. Free 
man, Reeder, and Thomag eoncluded that in presenting 
tables, maps, and ocharta, the film is no better than 29 
the actual tables, maps; and charts presented as such. 

We As HMoDonald in describing the Kansas City Young en's 

Christian Association's enthusiastic use of filmstrips says 

that this group used filustrips because they were found to 

be dnezpensive, the projecting equipment for filustrips 

cost eighty percent less than a reliable sound motion picture 

projector, filustrips were much easier to handle, there were 

a great many filmstrips available, the club leader could 

got his personality into the program by talking along with 

the picture and the group could ask questions at any tine, 3° 
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H, E, Brown made a comparative study of the use of filus 

aud filustrips and found the advantage to be on the side 

of the filustrip for the veason that the filustrip permitted 

groater opportunity for disoussion between teacher and pupi1,.34 

Ralph R, Benticy made an experimental evaluation of the 

relative offeativeness of certain audio-visual aids in vo- 

cational agriculture. Twelve experiments were conducted 

in eight high schsols. All were given the same tests and 

the same instructional time. In the howe garden project 

both movies and fiilmstrips were used, in the swine produs= 

tion project movies were used, and in the pasture produc- 

tion project koduehrome slides were used, Gonolusions: 

In the home garden project, the experimental group was 

higher in informational learning, It was significantly 

different in applicational learning and retention. In the 

- swine production project, the experimental group was not 

significantly different from the control group without the 

benefit of visual aids. Also in the pasture production 

project, the experimental group was not significantly dif- 

ferent from the control group.3= Pron this study it would 

seem that we might draw the inference that the motion    
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picture and the fllmstrip are best used together as a toam. 

“fo date, we have no definite formulas for determining a co~ 

efficient of effectivensss of any medium fox any purpose." 

We We Pearson using both film and fiimstrips in a physics 

Glass of sixty puplis, points cut that we shouldn't argue 

which is best, film or filastrip, but use them both. He 

says, "I have listened to so many arguments about which is 

best. It isn't that at all, It is what combination of ex- 

periences will yield a completely satisfying outcome", 31 

The fact that the filmstrip can be correlated with 

other tools is itsclf one of the major advantages of the 

flLiastrip. 

Tho filmstrip cun readily be correlated with other 
teaching toolss ‘The uiost obvious is the test itselt, 

SS coe eect ee er re 
the flimstrip is the field trip. 

So, while it remains truc that motion plotures present 

several problems as to avaliabliity (ainety-elght peroont 

of the schools reporting state they havo not purchased their 

filns outright )36 and adequate preparation on the part of 
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the teacher (fifty-one and forty-five hundreths percent of 

the teachers roporting state they book the flims they uso 

for one day only)3! a combined use of filustrips with motion 

pictures and the various other visual tools so2ms to be the 

best answer to an adequate visual program in the church as 

it has proved to be in public education. When it is pos-~ 

sibie to use only one visual tool tho choice will have to 

be made by talking into consideration the budget, what is 

to te taught, the availability of material for the subject, 

the amount of time at the disposal of the group, the rela- 

tive importance of the topie and the familiarity of the 

group with the subject. Whenever motion is a priue pre=- 

_ Yequisite, no adequate substitute can be found for the 

motion picture, When detailed study is essential the filu- 

strip will probably serve more adequately. 

There are, however, a nwaber of Linitations in regard 

to filustrips themselves without comparing them toe other 

visual methods. The pictures ave in a definite sequence 

and an individual franc cannot easily be singled out for 

projection. Cataloguing is sometimes difficult because one: 

strip may contain plotuves dealing with several subjects, 

Sometimes the projectibility is not good when films are too 

dense to allow proper illumination. Foor filmstrips are : 

veadlly placed on the market since they are so easy to 

EERE NRO On ARTERIES BOD OTS 
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produce by anyone who comes along. Rooms must be darkened 

for best projection. Good screens are Headed Piotures 

are unprotected and are therefore easily soratched and 

marred,38 since the room mst be quite dark it is hard to 

take notes, Teachers usually lack the necessary training 

to use them adequately. A good many people who look at 

pictures don't lmow how to read them. ‘They are handicapped 

in the use of color and aren't too flexible.39 

However, there is more to be said in their favor. "A 

filmstrip . - « is the most inexpensive medium of mass com- 

munication yat devised: providing good teaching pictures at 

a maller unit cost than any other medium",40 

A sequence of still pictures can combine the dramatic 
stimulation of the motion picture with the academic 
integrity of the carefully prepared instructional 
diagram, painting or photograph. 

Foremost among the advantages of the filustrip is that it 

4s economical, both as to projector and film, Costs are 

nogligibie, 

The projector is inexpensive, the cost ranging from 
twelve Aeo aces to sixty dollars. The film strips are 

inexpensive--fvom one to five cents per frame in black 

and white, and from ten to twenty-five cents per frame 

in color. 
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Also the machine is very light and may be casily moved from 

room to room.//3 ven moving the equipment to different 

locations within tho city or from town to town presents 

Very little inconvenience. te filmstrips themselves 

are also light in weight and convenient to handle, Storase 

presents no problem since a great many of them will fit 

quite compactly into a drawer ov small filing cabinet. 

The simplicity of operation 4s advantageous from the 

pupils’ point of view because it produces little distraction. 

Frou the teacher's point of view it takes away the fear of 

being involved with detailed mechanical problems and allows: 

full concentration: and attention on the subject, From the 

mechanical aspect this simplicity is particularly valuable 

since there are no mechanically driven parts to wear or 

3 cause interruptions because of breakage. The bulb is 

Probably the only part that will occasionally give trouble. 

Sinca participation on the part of the learner is 

educationally so important it is found to be an advantage 

that the fllmstrip lends itself toward this type of pres- 

entation, Quostions can be asked during the showing both 

by the instructor and the pupils. The leader can get his 

personality into the program by talking along with the 

e 
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picture, ile can emphasize the things which he feels need 

emphasizing.4t5 . 
Another outstanding advantage of the filmstrip is that 

it is a series of ploturos. organized around a central theme. 

Vritten around a careful soript, it saves time, Fixed 

topics make it easier for the producer to supply the teacher 

with e guides! the unity and variety of ploturization 
makes 1t correspond somewhat to an album or portfolio 

collection of prints, having the advantage, however, of 

projection which makes it more desirable for group studyslt? 

Also the fact that there is no glamorizing involved in 

the use of the filmstrip gives it a decided educational ° 

advantage .48 

pecrnenn’ ae the aad adulia) se ve areney ekoeebtts 
be anussd rather than instructed or inspired, 

Beseive teealeee fon tec re o 
Also the filustrip is adaptable both to different 

groups and various age levels as well as to individual dif- 

ferences. By editing the vocabulary the same fllustrip 
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may be used for a group of teenagers as well as adults. 

Those who comprehend the material somewhat slower are given 

a chance by regulating the speed and thus it becomes 

adaptable to individual differences,50 

Not to be forgotten in the fact that filmstrips can 
be easily prepared on & local basis and thus adapt then- 

selves to local nesds and local group activities, They 

“becone particularly “effeotive for recording projects for 

future use".52 The filustrip is also significantly useful 
as & supplement to the field trip, With adult groups it is 

often impossible to get all members of a group to participate 

in en actual field trip but 1f that field trip is recorded 

on thirty-five miliimeter film it becomes a lasting asset 

to the entire groupe 

Advantages and Disadvantages of Different Types 

of Filnstrips 

Double and single frames 

Some visual aid experts insist that the making of 

Pilwuatrips should ve atondardized and that the producers 
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accept universally either the single or the double frame.52 

The single frame is more commonly used today than the double 

frame. Possibly ths only important point to be noted on 

the size of frame is that while the single frane strips may 

he projected on any rilmstrip projector, the double frame 

strips:can be used only in projectors designed for then, 

such as machines that project both single and double frane 

filustrips as well as two by two inch slidos.?2 

Sound and silent flilugtrins: 

Semo of the limitations of the sound filmstrip are: 

1, The presentation rate is controlled the tempo 
of the record, This disadvantage can be largely off< 
set by the use of the fila without the record « . « e 

However, ing the course of regular » since 
the fila must be turned in synchronization with the 
record, a picture eamot be held for study unless the 

record is stopped. This can be done on some machines, 

but it involves the danger of losing synchronization 

and requires some practice to perform the operation 

properly. ‘ 
2. Synchronisation is dependent upon the operator's 

hearing the si 1 from the record and moving the 

fila accord: 3 1t is possible to lose ens 

ation if the operator's attention is distracted or 

he is hampered by extraneous noises. However, if he 

is familiar with the film being shows he can quickly 
recove: loss of syuchroniza’ ‘ 
30 Gontinndty 4g more difficult to follow. Regeuse 

of any number of reasons, a student may miss a few 

important phrases whieh will affect his understanding 

of the whole film. Generally, sound slide filas pare 

faster than silent ones, and furthermore, there s 
the problem of proper atiplification. If the sounds 
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are too loud, too soft or distorted, the ynderstanding 
of the fiim will be affected accordingly.lt 

There ls also a major oriticiam of at leaat some of the 

earlior sound filmstrip productions in that they tend to 

present static pictures. Many older productions depend 

almost entirely upon the recorded material, providing such 

non~visual pictures as photography of a group conversing, 

showing this sano group frou tize to time from various angles 

as the narration is heard, The filmstrip does nothing in 

such inatances except possibly feous attention. Newer 

productions are, however, avoiding this? 

In the Air Force Training Program the sound slidefilm 

Was not used to any great extent. In fact~-~ 

less than ons pereent of ite official filmstrip releases 
axe accompanied by gound recording. Although a few 
research studies have indieated that the sound slide-- 
film is supertor to the silent filmstrip under care~ 
fully controlled teaching conditions, and for certein 
industrial and commercial uses, the fact vemains that 
the average instructor tends to regard and use the | 
sound slidefilm as a self~contain ‘ganned lasson, 
with the vesult that auch an aid immediately becomes 56 
only an unsatisfactory substitute for a motion picture. 

However, the sound slidefilm does have certain udvan= 

tages. For instance, “a sound alidefilm may successfully 

depict a dramatic sequence and » . » black. and white 

Siieaver and Bollinger, Ope Sites Pps 2ll-212. 

Ser aloonsr, Ope Gti» Pe 12s 
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soundeslideflims ave inexpensive to produce in comparison 

with motion pictures".5? These are several of its other 

advantages: 

1, Rehearged oral accompaniment, Since sound fiins 
are shom with an ascompanying record, their effactive~ 
ness is heightened and insured through the uso of 

- tyvained voices ospecially rehearsed for the part before 
the picture is "shot", 
2. MInoveased interest. The use of volces, music, and 
sound effects makes it possible to stimulate additon=- 
al intorast through greater dramatization. ‘where voice; 
music, etes, ave a part of the subject of study, the 
auditory stimulus takes on additional values. 
3. Filas can be used without recorda, After a film 
has beon used with the rocord to give a general over= 

. all view, it can then be shown without the record for 
amplification of specific points, for questions, re= 
view, and checkeup, Under this ikina of useage the 
oe ssoumen the advertises noe the ee el ane one 

1@ Yate of showing explaining is under 
trol of the teacher and not governed by the record.?o 

The silent fllustrip is, however, also governed by a 

number of limitations as listed by Weaver and Bollinger. 

l, Limited dramatization is a natural result of the 

lack of motion and sound 
2. Results are partdoular influenced by the way the 

fi ted. Poor reading or use of irrelevant 
explanatory material will be detrimental to the effec- 
tivenere-of the films. On the other band, proper,pre= 
paration and presentation will avoid difficulty. 

The silent fllmstrip at the same tine employs certain 

advantages. 
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1, Absolute continulty and extreme simplicity. There 
can be no disturbance of the proper sequence of eithor 
the pictures of the flimstrip or the explanatory notes 
as they are all joined together on the fila. Once che 
fila has been threaded in the projector, there is no 
further operating procedure extspt to tizn the Imob 
to change the pictures, In every faatore«cost, sim-~ 
plicity of handling, ond ease of operation=--slient slide 
fibas offer outstanding advantages, 
2. Controlled pase. The teacher may go fast or as 
slowly as he desires, Hoe can skip through frames which 
hold no immediate interest or he can hold one as long 
as neoded for study or additional explanation. 
3. Filns can be turned back to review one or two preded= 
ing frames because the projector is reversible. It 
Gan be turned on and off at will and the presentation 
ot wet ean be interrupted and supplemented as de- 
8 ® a 

Four hundred thirty reserve officer training corp stude 

ents at Pemmsylvania State College were presented the films 

Theory of Flicht and Problems of Flight to see whether 

people remember best what. they seo or what they hear. Al= . 

though the experiment was conducted with motion pictures; 

the findings might have some Laference aa_to whether to use 

sound or silent flimstrips., One group was allowed to only 

see the film without the sound and the other group was 

allowed to only hear both filus without the pictures. 

It was found that the group which only saw the filins scored 

higher then the group which only heara the fiim,l this 

might lend some weight to the argument in favor of silent 
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flluetrips since they are more convenient and cheaper, 

Dvawings ov photowraphy: 

uch of any currioulm is rightly concerned with the 

Yacsinile physical aspects in which we live, and in this 

broad field the camora fosused on live action is unchallen- 

god. ‘But often times thero is also a desire to impact a 

comprehension of abstracts, of ideas and of principles. 

Here druwings can bo a tremendous asset. While live-action 

caneraien ust take a scens pretty much as they find it, 

tho artist can use complote discrimination as to what he 

shall stage. Therefore, nothing noed be visible on his 

sceresn to clutter tho significant essence of the point at 

dasue. Also the artist controls the power of exaggeration, 

_ making «a winute and otherwise unobservable point apparent. 

The artist can more cowpletely control the emphasis of the 

particular picture and put the accent on the proper places 

Algo he can make use of stock devices to increase the read~ 

abllity of the drawing, such as, labels, arrows, dotted 

lines, end diagrams. The difference between the two mothods 

is finally something comparable to the difference between 

the photograph and the portvalt. The phosoyraph can dest 

show what things are, The portrait will botter show what 

they mean,62 

  

62car2 Nater, "animation in Biusation, © S20 aM Hoar, 
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Ia a drawing the proper euphausis may be shown in a 

nuaber of ways, auch ag shading and coloring, Zven the 

background may be used to embellish and euphusize the thing 

Waich the drawing is supposed te represent, A photograph 

must include the non-essential, The drawing is especially 

good at oncouraging imitation, stimulating Imagination and 

ig more adaptible to the portrayal of motion since the 

artist can symbolize motion better on a canvass than can 

a photographor,°3 ius it would seem that the evidence is 

dn favor of the drawing rather than the photograph. However, 

Limited research makes it impossible to actually prove which 

method would be more effective in an actual teaching situ- 

ation. ho popular consumption of comic strips on the part 

of adults as well as children would indicate that there is 

no partioular inherent aversion to drawings or cartoon type 

picturlzations in themselves.°* 

Homemade or commercially produced filnstrips’ 

The purpose here is not to go inte the mechanics invol-+ 

ved or the equipment and lmowledge necessary to produce a 

filustrip, This aspect of the filustrip is treated in 

63,xthur G, Solke,"Fiotes or Drawings," The_Sehool 
Exeoutive, LIX (October, 1939), Pe 3le 

Elite16en faylor Sheats reports & comparative use of 

photographic and cartoon type motion pictures reported 
earlier in this chapter. It seems to be of little signi- 

figance in the present consideration, 
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chapter IV. tn most cases the commeraially produced filn- 

strip will be fersuperior to anything that can be produced 

on a local basis. If good production is considered essential 

the commercially produced fllustrip will uaually be cheaper, | 

save time, and will give the added convenience of a teacher's =» 
guide. Since oxperts in the field work out the scenarlo and 

the accoupanying pisturos, it seems logical to assume that 

the ultimate production will be more polished and more 

educationally sound. 

However with the advent of the thirty-five millimeter 

Gamera, and its popular use, the possibilities for homemade 

filustrips should not ve overlooked, Often it is not possible 

to obtain commercially what is most needed for a particular 

group in a particular situation. A questionaire was sent 

out to two mumared elementary school teachers in San Jose,-. 

California and they reported that the materials which they 

needed were often hard to find. One hundred sixty-five of 

the two hundred reported that they would be interested in 

Classes teaching them how to actually make their own slides 

or filmstrips. One hundred thirty-four thought 1t would be 

advantageous to take theix om pictures, One hundred seventy~ 

eight thought thoy would be able to use them to advantage. 

  

054 alms, "It's a 'Snap! for San Jose Teachers," 

Sal’ So exit (danuarys 1945), pe 155
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it hag always been assuued. that only a carefully 

polished filmstrip wlth excellent photography will do an 

adequate jobs However, Mark A. May in his report on the 

Zale researol in connection with the crude versus the pol- 

ished production has this to report. A peneil skotch test 

reél .of a fila to be produced was shown to one group. The 

finished product, polished down and in color photography 

was shown to another grotip, It was found that the crude 

poneil sketch version taught just as mach as the expensive 

colored film, Fron this vesearch it was conéluded that of 

the avallabis funds to be apent for production, relatively 

more might be devoted to working out a sound pedagogy, good 

Vigualization devices, and effective narration, end rela=- 

tively lesa to perfeoting the photographic=-artistic quali- 

ties of the product.°° y 

Grade Level: 
| 

Tho filustrip enjoys a great deal of flexibility in | 

regard to grade level sinee often the same filustrip aan be 

used by all ages with a variation in the commentary, While 

1% 4s possible to insult the intelligence of an adult viewor, 

the presentation of an easier version of a fllustrip rabvher 

. then one that is more difficult tends to result in «     
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greater degrees of comprehension, In tho Yale research, the 

same film waa given to two sixth grade groups wlth the only 

difference being that the one film had fourth grade lovel 

captions and the other ninth and tenth grade captions, ‘the 

elasses that saw the easy version, it was found, made more 

gains between the pre-test and the after-test than did those 

who saw the hard vorsion,? The writer on sevoral occasions 

had the experience of using a filmatrip with groups which 

contained both ehildren and adults in about equal nusbers. 

From ali indieations, although the goumentayy as well as the 

whois lesson was directed to the age level of the ata jority 

of the childyen, the adults actually benefited more from the 

lesson than did the ohiidven and showed more veadiness to take 

part in the discussion than did the childrens Perhaps the 

feeling that their intelligence was being insulted was ovor~ 

come by the fact that they understood that the lesson had to 

be divected to the younger mexibers of the groupe In the 

final analysis the grade level can only be determined by 

the individual leader or teacher in each individual situation. 

Lext Corvolated fiimstrips: 

4s far ag it is peasible to discover nothing has been 

done in the adult religious field for the correlation of 

Filustrips with texts in the adult field, ‘the filmustrip 

AREY Bch cic arenNa ROO SR Relen CERO AD, 

"meade    
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seems to be the sultable visual tool available for such 

' Correlation. D. C,. Heath and Company, as well as a number 

o? others, have made progress in this field as far as secu- 

lar education is concorned. °° Since any visual tool or ma- 

terial is usually considered a supplement, the church aiso 

might do woll to oxplore its possibilities in adult educa- 

tion. 

Black and white or colors 

Since color prints cost about double the amoumt of 

black and white and since the color filnstrip 1s more easily 

damaged than the black and white, 1t is worthwhile to examine 

their relative merits. Although a preference is usually 

shown f'or motion pictures 4n color, in the entertainnont 

field, we are here interested only in the educational qual- 

ifieations of the respective medias”? 

Data seems to indleate that black and white films are 

more effective in facilitating the learning of autor: 

mation which is presented in commentary only. On > 

other hand, color films seem to be more effective er 

facilitating the learning when information is containe 

only in the picture part of the training film. (fhig t 

superiority is probably too sizall to be significant) /0 

  

68uadeline Bittman, "fhe Correlating of Projected 
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(December, 19.7), pre Sh7 548. 
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The Yale research condusted an experiment with the 

film Seasons. One group was shown the film in color, the 

other a very technically poor black and white production, 

In spite of tho fact that ‘the ‘black and white print 
Was not good photographi v, there was no signifi- 
cant ditference between the groupa at either grade 
Level in gains in imowledge fron see: the filu. 
Neither was there any significant difference in response 
to questions opperming intorost in the film or the 
subject matter, 

Backpround susie s 

Here too many of the guiding principles in the pro=- 

duction of visual aide to education have felt the infiu- 

ence of the entertainment motion picture which considers 

background music an essential part of every production. 

However, incowplete studies by the Pennsylvania State Col- : 

lege research program indicate that the mere presence of 

music in the instructional film is not an aid to learnings 

Batkground mugic, may even be a distracting element to full 

attention, /@ 

Gommentaxy accompanying fiimstript 

“Audio-visual aids which are designed to teach new 

ideas or principles should be ascompanied with adequate 

interpretation,"?2 Yo this almost all educators will agreo, 
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but as to the amount of verbalization and the form which 

it is to take there is still disagreement. 

One of the principal weaknesses of present viaual . 
uuteriais ig thelr wo « The church must face 
this and think thro problea of verbal supple- 
mentebaaie Most visual aida talk too mush3 saow too 
Little. : 

in answer to a sonowhat similar statement by ir, Hook= 

' man in Educational Screen. Paul Kiehl has this to say in 

reply: 

Tm one instance tha pupils may require but a few words 
to give meaning and function to the experiences pro- 
vided by tho slide set or filmstrip or any other visual 
ote in enotlesy ete sae Pho of so reree eae 
FaquUlve mora Wor eisy app 2 
The teacher, aud in the ease of the Ghurch, the Obrist- 
Jean educator, will individually have to detezmine how 
many words will be neoded to driva home the points of 
the lesson,?5 

To determine the relative contributing factors to learn-. 

‘Ang in the verbal and pictoral parts of a filmstrip an ex- 

periment was made with two groups of eleventh graders using 

tho filmstrip, The Birth of our Freedom, One group was 

given a lecture with the exact wording of the filnstrip 

Without seeing the piotures. The other group was given 

the complete filmstrip-with pictures and words. To deter 

mine the merit of the:pietorial ‘element the score of the 

, picture group. 
‘non-pigbure group was subtracted from tue 

: ' ahead in one 
The picture group rated only 0.5) percent 
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group, and only 0.53 percent ahead in another group. Ssta< 

tistically the pictures in this instance were yelatively 

insignificant and tho major portion of learning came Shroaes 

verbalization, (© 

Generally speaking there are three variations in pre~ 

senting the verbal part of the Lilmstrip. (1) The verbal 

portion may be presented by the dnatructor either by reading 

an accompanying guide or manual for such a purpose or by 

extemporaniously explaining the details of each pictures 

(2) It may be prosented by moans of a sound recording pre- 

paved for the fllmstrip. (3) It may be presonted by means 

of captions in the form of the text frame, in which alter- 

nate frames of words and plotures are shown, or, it may take 

the form of the superimposed caption where the text is en- 

bodied on the same frame as the picture, usually at the 

bottem of the frame, Since newer filastyips show a tend- 

ency SOmaee brevity in words, placing the greater emphasis 

on vigualizaticn, the superimposed caption 1s now the more 

widely used, /? Whichever method 4s used we may conclude, 

on the basis of four experizients conducted at Columbia 

University "that the validity of combining words with pic~- 

tures Jn teaching has been establisheds"’? Howsver, it is 

a 

a 

-_ 76 lative Gontribubions ¢ actual 
Learning’ of “tho Fiebovial “Relays rbal Elements o Bes Spiimatrip ," 

Phe School Review, LVIII (February, 1950)» pre S39. © 
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still possible to use too many as well as too few words. 

The optional isvel for the amowt and kind of verbal explan- 

ation should, if possible, be determined by testa. !9 

As: to-the best method of presenting this verbalization, 

General Hlectric made one thousand four humdred training 

tests using chart prosentations, sound slide films, slides, 

speeches and skits. ‘The effectiveness of each mothod was 

thoroughly tested, They found the method of using a filn- 

stri; with a prepared oral presentation made by an instruc~- 

tor superior to u sowid recording presentation chiefly for 

the reasons that there is no mechanical equipment to dis- 

tract and the speaker can stop at any time to develop an 

important point,”? 

When the text frame method of presentation is followed, 

the Yale research found that learning is better when the 

first o» stimulus momber of the pair 1s a picture end the 

second or responses momber ip verbal, This indicates that 

the pictute-word combination is superior to the word=pioture 

eoubination 91 ; 
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In regard to the form of address used in the comien- 

tary, the Pemisylvania research found that the third person 

passive; whieh 4s so coumonly used, is the least effective. 

In the arued services the imperative form of address seaned 

to be the most offective for their particular needs,92 ; 

In preparing filmstrips for educational purposed, 

Zurich follows these four principles among others: “hiater< 

ial must be authentic, One forceful impression should be 

mades Preaching should be avoldeds @itle should be catchys"93_ 

Nunbor of frames per atrip; 

Usually there ave a great many more pictures in any 

one filmstrip then there are in a comparable slide sets 

Just how many pictures should be the proper amount may be 

debatable but as a rule the tendency is to show too many © 

pictures, “Any nimber much greater than the average of 

twenty franes per strip tends to tire the eye or possibly 

digsapate the pupil's interest<"5. adults tend to have a 

longer attention span than do children but adults also bo~ 

- Cotte woary, and disinterested a too much material is covered 

ae one tine. 
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Biblical text ov non-Biblical text: 

The Seventh International Workshop in Audio-Visual 

  

Education phrased the following as being unanswered ques- 

tions: 

1. Visualizing the character of Christ, with dlstne- 
tion between the historical Jesus and the Christ of 
exoerionts. 2, Use of Seripture quotations in audio~ 
visual presentations, considering relation to content 
and version used. 3. Inclusion of oxtra~-Biblical 
materials in Bitlical presentations. }. Effective- 
ness of Biblical materials in achiev. objectives a 
colipared with non=-Biblical resources. : 

As Tax as rescarch 1s concerned theso problems will continue 

to be unanswered fox the presezt. iIn reply to a statement 

made in the February, 1949 issue of Educational Screen by 

William Hociman, Barl Waldrup has this to say, 

I have a conviction that the non-textual material 

shoul.d be kept to a very minimum and left out ontirely 

if and when it is possible. This conviction grows out 
of what seeus to me to be three basic factors 0 « « « 

First, there is a danger of dlatorting the Bible text 

in the minds of the people if too much non-texcuel 

material ig ineluded, Second, one of our basic needs 

is shorter Bible teaching films, Third, a 
of freedom in applying teachings of the Bible fila 

to local conditions and needs wit} result. from an 

overuse of non-textual material.-~ © 

Audience participation: 

Miles and Spain in reporting a study nade by the 

Signal Corps, say that two types of sound filustrip were 

ARO atereenmernet ener 

Ovindings Seventh aternattons} Workshop ia Audio- 
Visual SG OR, Ope Cives Pe é 

S6zan) waldrup, “Exelude the Non-Biblical,” Educational - 
Sereen, XXVIII (Hay, 1949), Po 2120 
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used, The only difference betwoen the two was that one of 

them requived the audience to reelte aloud at different 

intervals, The audionce~partielipation group proved superior 

to tho non~participation group. Audience participation 

seemed to be particularly valuable when tha material. was 

difficult to the group, whon there was little motivation 

for the men to learn and when the audience was composed of 

people in the iower Intellignecs leve1,9? {wo experiments 

Were conducted in relation to pupil participation by the 

Yale research and in both cases 1t was found that if arrange- 

ment can be made whersby questions must be answered ox cor- 

rect ressomses can be rehearsed, such as botwoon frames on 

a@ filmstrip, the amount learned is measureably 4noreased.°? 

The Pennsylvania research, on the contrary, found evidence 

to indicate that audience partioipation, as it is generally 

conceived of, is not an adequate answer to inoreasing learn- 

ing since the attention of the learner is divided between 

watching the soreon and practicing a learning response.°9 

It seems that for the present the evidence is in favor of 

audience participation in comnestion with the filmstrip. 
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CHAPTER IV 

USING THE FIL4STRIP TO THE BEST ADVANTAGE 

Physical and Hechanical Requirement 

for Effective Use 

One of the important problems in connection with the 

church use of visual aids 1s whore to begin. A number of 

writers emphasize the necessity of begining where the people ~ 

are and not proceeding beyond wnat they are ready to accept. 

The Seventh International Workshop proposed the following 

list of what 1t considered essential to begin a visual pro= 

_ §tam in the church, 

Br Gages Le Saleem Tre fos gretenate 
© 2x 2 projector equipment (slide and filustrip). 

i: Turntable (threo speed) lL 
e Basic library of slides and filmstripsa noeded. 

Also mentioned in this list was motion picture equipment, 

opaque projection equipment and microphone and tape recorder 

equipment. It is worth mentioning, however, that the film~ 

strip plays a dominant role in this list of essential visual 

aid equipment, he basio library of slides and filustrips . 

contained twenty-one slide and filustrip sets. Thirteen of 

(So teinmmctecnntetenn nameless 

Vi asa 7 ee ee unies Sree ces Pes dom | 
Uda 4 ’ 

ttce on Aud yi cual and Radio Hdusation (Chicago Council 
of Religious Education, 1950), Ps 3le 
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these sots wero filustrips,2 

it ls quite gonorally accepted that tho financing of 

the visusi aid program should be a part of the regular con= 

gregational budget and the congregation should accept ths 

responsibility for the program rather ‘than subjecting 1t 

‘ to-oue or more organizations within the congregation. 

fhe projector? 

“Until the invention of the still=picture projector, 

the so~called ‘magic lantern!, in the seventeenth century, 

a picture could be viewed by only a few people at a time." 

Since that tine many different types and makes of projectors 

have beon put on the market for projecting pictures. A 

discussion of every available type of projector is beyond 

the scope of this study, Therefore this report will linit 

itself to a discussion of the general types of projectors 

thet are aoceptable for filmstrip use. 

sameetsy shed te selfs tee orb eat tee 
indirect cost in materials used,. repairs and replace- 
ments, vopresent a considerable investment, but also 
because the educational results to be obtained from its 
use are highly laportant. Further, an inefficient, or 

for that uctter, inefficiently handled, projector will 

  

2Ipiad, 

3W4114em 3, Hookman, Projected_V Aids in the Church 
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handicap tho honlthy dovelopment of thi eo 
ual tnetonotionse a ‘ eee 

Among projectors, the tri-purpose projector is probably 

tho most econculcal und wost practical for the average 

chuveh's uso. This projector will handle the two by two 

Siass slide and nearly all models of it ave equipped to 

handle the thirty=-Zive willlimeter strip film, both double 

end singlo frane, The projectors are equipped with one hun- 

dred, two huidrad, threes hundred, five hundred or seven hun= 

dved fifty watt bulbs, For smaller projectors the one hundred, 

two hundred or threa hundred watt lamp may be used, For any=- 

thing over two hundvod watts a heat filter should be used to 

prevent vossiblo burning or damage to the filmustrip. Almost 

all machines avo equipped with heat filters so there is actue 

ally little dangor.© Although the average filmatrip project~ 

or in use today is of tho smaller variety, it is suggested 

that our post-war filustrip projector should be one. which 

has at least & seven hundred fifty watt lamp, It should 

be equipped with a fan. This would make it move adaptable 

to auditoriux use as well as sualler groupse! 

While the filustrip is generally thought of as heing 

the rogular thirty-five millimeter strip of film and as such 

Se samasq enna 

SIbid., po 132s 
©roid., ppe 130-133. 
7 "Getting our Front Yard in Orders" 

Educational Screen, XKV (Harch 
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has many advantages, £t can also be made on rolls to be 
used in the same way as the "standard" size lantern slides 

in this evont, a simple roll attachnent replaces the slide 

carrier, Those filustrips can be houemade, and sinco they 

are larger, can use drawings without bothering with photo- 

In using sound filustrips a coubination fllmatrip pro- 
Jector and record player is usually used, These machines 

are compact and convenient. They range in price from sixty- 

five doliars te eighty-five dollars. A very satisfactory 

substitute for this combination machine 4s a simple filustrip 

projector and a separete turntables? since yvecords are nade 

in speeds of both seventy-elght and thirty-three and a third 

revolutions per minute, it 10 desirable to have a machine 

that wlll use either speed. However, of the two, the slower 

record ig the more desirable since less frequent record 

changing results in limited disturbaness 

As to actual Gneratien of tho projector, as far as 

silent filmstrips aro concerned, one need merely imow how 

to put the material into the machine, and how to focus it. 

In aome cages it might be well to imow how to change 2 bulb. 

Ra a SE EEA TEATS r 
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All of the steps can be mastered in a few minutes by study- 

‘ing the instructions accompanying each machine .~? With tho 

sound flimstrip, operation beconmss more difficult because 

of the necessity of synchronization of sound and picture. 

Some signal such as a gong, 2 chime, or a "orioket" is ou- 

Ployed in most of the recordings toa indicate when thse pic- 

ture is to bo changed. To some instructors this becoues 

amoyiiug and there is equipment now available to eliminate 

this audibles cuing, The machine operates automatically frou 

& supersonic cue which cannot be heard by the audience, thus 

eliminating the distraction.’ 

Sone of ths bettex known companies producing filmstrips 

and particularly projectors and equipment are’ 

Society of Visual Education, 100 Ee Ohio Ste, Ghicago, I1l. 

Golde Triple Purpose, Golde Manufacturing Jos, 1 

W,. Madison Ste, Chicago, Til. : 8, 112 

Amro Corpe, 2335 N. Viestern Aves, Chicago 15, e 

Aeon 
or, ‘ 

Tousel & Lomb Optical Gos, Rochester 2, New York, 635 

St. Paul St 
Charles Heseler Cos, 131 23rd Sts, Hew ork, HeYe 
Spencer Lens Co., 19 Dow es 9 Nete 

Pulmo, Bell and douan Cog, 7234 HoGormick Rd., Chicago 

tascitas’ ~Haster 
De G 1111 armitage Aves, Chicago, Tile . goa 

saepeete Tea (View Haster reels only) (local dealer) 
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(mimeographed ), 

qGraw-Hill 

udio~Visual Aids in the 

‘ Me Mimeo Company
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gsetant rate phage Naeartrs Be 
International Industries, Inc., Am Arbor, Highe 
Victor Animatograph Company, Davenport, Iowa. 

The scores’ 

As to surface composition, there are in existence four 

types of serceny, tho ordinary matteo white, the beaded, the 

Silver, and tho transluceat seroen. Tho church's interest 

is primarily with the beaded and the white surface SCPEGRS: 

Which of these two oan or should be used will be deterained 

by the construction of the room in which the screen is to be 

placed. ‘ho beaded sorecn roflects more light than the plain 

white surface soreen but reflects it over a narrower areas 

Therefore in long narrow rooms the beaded sorsen vould be 

preferable and in the shorter wider roou the plain white 

Soreon would serve better, The plain white screen will re~ 

‘flect light as tar as thirty degrees to each yide of the 

center‘ of the screen while the beaded soreon will only cover 

- twenty degree angle from the center.24 on some occasions 

daylight projection may be desirable for the purpose of tak- 

4ng notes, because of inadequate facilities for darkening 

the room or because, with lengthy projeotion work, darlmess 

may become a stvain. "such projection is obtained by throwing 

the dmage on a translucent screen, tho projector being placed 

CERRO 

13yekown and Hobertss ane Giles Pe 372s 

bveaver and Bollinger, ope Siter Pe 22l fo
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behind the screen" ot 

: Projector stand: 

It is considered ossential that the projector have a 

stand. <Any cdd table 1s not very serviceable, Tho best 

type is one that is both strong and light and will stand 

solidly on the floor. The type with three legs best suits 

these requirements although there are stands with four legs 

that are adjustable.» 

Room for pro jection:. 

Most churches now in existence were built with little 

thought for the use. of visual aids. Often arched and round- 

ed windows muke the possibilities for darkening the room 

difficult and proper ventilation becoues another problem. 

Ordinarily opaque roller type shades which extend beyond 

the casemont of the window will serve adequately for dark- 

ening the room. Probably a better solution is the one of 

draw drapes of an opaque material. If a room is to be 

Plamed architecturally for the use of fLllmstrips or visual 

aids it might be well to consider eliminating the windows 

entirely, Surveys made in one large school system found 

that the shades wore pulled and the lights were on approx= 

imately seventy-five percent of the tive the classrooms were 

  

1SHoban, Ops CLves Pe 176. 

. 1Oscoxman, ope Gltes PPe 210@211.  
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in use, whothor they were using visual aids or notel? Wine 

dows were found to be only an added expense in construction 

and later in the loss of heat. . 

If the room has no adequate system of ventilation oute 

side of doors and windows, sufficient ventilation should be 

provided in that way. A stuffy atmosphere tends to retard 

learning.15 The best solution 1s to open quite a number of 

windows a little rather than opening completely one or two. 

windows, Ir it is necessary to sacrifice light for the sake 

of proper ventilation this should be dones29 

A voou that is acoustically weli constructed should 

also be part of the ossential equipment. If sound filme - 

strips are used, especially in a voom with hard surface 

floors, the speaker should not be placed on the floor, The 

best place for the speaker seems to be a table at one side 

of the screen with the sound divested toward the certer of 

the audience, 

 gnother qualification of the room must be proper eleo- 

trical outlets. ‘The mest satisfactory arrangement is when 

the outlet is close to the. projector to eliminate stumbling 

over cords and possidle interruptions in the presentations 

  

lic, J, Avacld, "Take Out the fstosess Educational — 

Screen, Sxvte (Daceniber, 1948), pe 

'18xenneth DB. Haas and Henry Qe Packers arati 
Use of Visual Aids (New Yorks ore yentioo-lali, or pion aoe 

Po é 
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Bleotrical outlets should also bo tested to make certain 

that there wili be electrical current. for projection when 

the room lights are out,20 

Size of tho projected image: 

’ gise 

There are two view points expressed in regard to the 

of the projected image. 

It is a coumon mistake of many teachers and adminis- 
trators to select dimensions of a picture for class-~ 
Yoom use that are much larger than actually needed. 
Unless the classroom is wnusually lerge, an image 36" 
X48", or LO" x 5)" at the most will be adequate. 
if the prajector is to be used in a large auditorium 
in addition to classrooms, it my be necessary to buy 
a Lena of unusually long focal length for this pur- 
posee 

On the side of the argument for a larger image there is this 

to sayu~ 

Tho Navy is undertaking an experiment to test the re- 

lation of the size of image to the effectiveness of 

projected pictures, There is evidence that the effece 

tiveness is somewhat geouetrically proportional to the 

size of the image projected, What does this mean for 

the comparatively small screens which ge used in most 

of our religious education projection?<= 

Ths most commonly accepted formula for the size of the 

Projected image is that tha width of the picture should be 

one-sixth the distance to the last row of occupied seats. 

Vollowing this formula, in a room twenty-four by thirty-six 

AER AI ARTES 

20rpia, 

“IvcKown and Roverts, ope Sites Pe 132s 
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feet and fully occupied the image should be six feet wide.23 

Audience seating and sizes 

fhe best arrangement for seating 19 to place the chairs 
in a fan shape with tho narrowest part directly in front of 

the screen, gradually broadening out toward the baek of the 

Yoomt, This is particularly necessary with a beaded screen 

which cannot be seen outside a thirty-five degree angle with 

any clarity. in smaller rooms no center aisle will. be neces=- 

sary. However, in larger Yooms an aisle may bo desirable 

in the center of the room, extending from the back of the 

Yoo approximately half-way to the front. In a room with 

immovable doaks or benches 1t may be advisable to projeat 

the picturso to one corner of the room if almost all of the 

desks aré occupied, thus eliminating the corners from which 

it would ordinarily be impossible to view the sareen, It 

is usually vecomsended that the screen be placed twice the’ 

distance of the width of the screen from the first row of 

seats at a height of about fifty-four inches above the floor 

with an additional twe inches in height added for each row 

of seats, Also, if possible, the audience ahould be so 

seated that the screen is in the darkest part of the room 

et aire peer ere B TEED 

23w2114am Hoolonan, editor: "Setting Up Projection 
Equipments" Tauontional soreen, XXIV (apie 1947)» 
Pe 210,
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As fav ag adult education in the church 4s concerned 

it will probably be havd to control the size of the audionce, 

Tt will depond on the size of. the group's enrolliuent and 

their attendance for partloular functionse However, it is 

Worthwhiis vomemboring that audleace size will affect the 

rilastrins value, 

The vesponss to a given film varies greatly with aude 
tense size. A Sow people looking at a film, even in 
& suall vooa, react quite differently than doss a large 
EVoup Looking at the sawe film, This ssuo 
is probably true in almost any situation Involving 
Visual presentation. The group itself soems to influe. 
ence the veastions of individual members of the group. 

Storage of Siiustvips and equipments 
_ Bvery church shovld have adequate facilities for the 

storing of its visual ald equipment, Some type of filing 

systen should bo arranged which may vary in complexity. 

Tf @ emall amount of material 1s church owned a simple al~ 

phabetical system may be adoquate. Otherwise some such 

system as tho Dewey Jecimal system may be more satisfactory. 

Tho filmstzins themselves ara very easy to store and this 

La recognized as one of their advantages, ‘They aro usually 

stored in small tin containers which are only a little over 

one inch high, ‘Thirty-six of them can be placed in’a drawer | 

or filo two inches deep and twolve inches squares Steel 
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cabinots with drawers of the right dimensions can be secured 

for a reasonable sum,2? 

Making. Filmstrips for Home Use 

It is vecognised that effective use of the filustrip 

as well as any visual tool is physically impossible when 

the proper materials for individual situations are not avail- 

able ,26 Although the problem of supply 1s not as acute with 

filmstrips as 1¢ is with motion pictures there will no doubt 

be times when, in the function of adult education in any 

church, the production, on a local basis, of nesded filu- 

strips would be desirable. However, before wo proceed to 

discuss the actual waking of a filmstrip, a word of caution 

4s in order. 

The flilmstrip can bo an admirable teaching medium, but, 

because of the ease with which 4t can be made, there 

is 2 tendency to indiscriminate production « « 2° 

quality, not quantity should be the watelwords 

"anybody waco has a thirty-five millimeter camera can 

take @ siiple strip-fllm".29 ‘Trenholme, reporting on an 

exporinental malcing of a filustrip, saya that the whole Pros 

Cease took less than 4 day and the cost was low, He Lists 

25ucKown and Roberts, op» Sites Pe Up0e0 

Srenry, Ope Gites pe 57s 

eet =ducation utity on quality," Times 

Rauontional sepsbouants Mes 172? (sune 5» 1948)» Pe Sie 
28raas and Packer, ope Sites Pes 29e 
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the equipuent nooded'as a thirty-five millimeter camera, 

a lens shade, a tripod, a table and a eupplomentary lens. 

If the development is to be done also, ordinary darkroom 

equipments consisting of a thirty-five millimeter developing 

tank ani a water supply would complete tho equipment needed. 

All of this equipment could be purchased for $72.15 and 

Up» depending on the quality of the camera and other equip- 

mont .<9 

' The simplest type of filustrip production is simply 

copying available picturos or drawings. Here copyright 

laws should be observed. To produce such filustrips a 

simple copier consisting of a vertical stand with a sliding 

clamp that holds the camera above the table surface can bo 

used. ¥ictures and drawings used are placed on the hori- 

gonal surface end centered under the camera. The camera 

is placed the proper distance above the picture to "frame" 

or mask the materials according to what. the picture asec 

include, ‘the lighting required for such production is two 

photo flood reflectors which may be mounted on arms 
attached to the atand or way be placed on separate supports.30 

  

2Sxingsley frenholmo, “We Make & Filmstrip," See and 

Haar, I (Oetober, 1946), PPe_ 30-32. 
3°Palooner, op. Gites Pe 38s 
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Although uuch simpler procedures may be followed, the 

plan set forth by the Soventh International Workshop in 

Audio-Visual Education seems to be the one which would 

  

most likeiy insure quality production, 

The first production stage. 
Ao Prepave a brief synopsis of content (ons para- 
graph). ; 
Be Develop the synopsis in story forma, 
C. Prepare visuai concepts of the story form. 
Do Modify the story form to conform with visual 
concepts. 
GH. Propare actual Lllustrationsa of story based on 
agu and a a 

Fo Prepare final seript for captioning of prelin- 
inary recording in accordance with actual pictures 
chtained, Make three columss: first colum to 
contain picture description; second colum to con= 
tain captions or recording script; and third coluum 
te contain suggestions for users guides 

The second production stages : 
Aq Gather piotures in sequence on a story board or 
in a story booke 
B. Pvropars test recording (tape) and/or captions. 
Co Cheek visualisation against recording and 

captions for continuity and psychological offect. 
B. Tost the presental i with persons representa=- 
tive of the Intended audience, . 
Ee Perform final editing of redording and captions 
based on vasults of above teste 

Pinal production stage 
Ae Prepare fiinstrip ret eee 

Bo Hake needed cate v: Se 

Ce Prepare Piln satay aise recording from edited 

tape presentations ae 
D. Wake nosded recordse 

a ntaries snd teachers! guides. 
F. Organise publicity and distribution program.3+ 

SRSA RRN 

31pindings seventh International workshop, in Audio- 
Visual Edueati » Ope Sikes DPo O O7e  
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Part of this procedure would naturally be applicable only 

to filmstrips produced on a commercial basis. A much 

simpler procedure is proposed by Haas and Packer. 

Le Prepare 2% scripts 
2. Plan asch "shot", 
39 Arrange oach picture in the proper sequence, 
4 FaGtbograph each scene in the proper order. 

a if it is impossible to take the pictures in the 
proper order, coliset all ths desired shots, indicate 
the proper sequence, and have the picture put on a 
stvipilina, : 
6, Titles may also be added to your fiimstrip by 
your local photographer. 3-. ° 

No matter. whet procedurs le followed the filmstrip that is 

proposed for production should seldom if sver duplicate 

filmstrips that already cover a certain subject unless they 

will to an improvement over the provious production,33 

A number of producers of catieras of the thirty-five 

wlllimeter type ares 

Agfa-anseo Covporation, Binghamton, N.Y. 
Carl Zoiss, Inde, 85 Fifth Aves, NeYe 
Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, Note 
Bo Leitz, InGe; 60 fast 10th Ste Noe 

Faluor-(irailex Corporation, Rochester, Neo 
International Industries, Ince, Aan Avbor, ich, 
Socloty for Visual Education, Inc., 100 East Ohio 

’ Ste, Chicago, 

  

32Heaas and Packer, ope Gltes, pe 29s 

33Honry, ope Gites Pe 227 

3litexown and Roberts, Ops Sites Pe 3726      
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Leadership 

The filmstrip as well as any other medium is no 

substitute for adequate leadership nor can they be used 

effectively without proper leadership, Students in ths 

armed services were questioned in regard to their attitudes 

toward orientation mestings. Of the men who thought thoir 

leaders were well qualified, elghty-three percent approved 

of the moctings. Of thse men who thought the leaders were 

not well qualified, only thirty-seven percent thought the 

mestings wore worthwhile 2° 

Leaders in thia field should have a necessary knowledge 

of operational skill, an understanding of the principles 

involved end an appreciation of the learning and teaching 

situation,2° vot a survey of 1,786 teachers in upper Mich= . 

igan found that only oneshalf of one percent of the teachers 

had any forual training in the use of visual aids.3f It is 

quite poselble that a similar survey among chureh educators 

would produce similar stutisties, Colleges and universities 

SahaReenabatopaet here Rear: 

35¢, 0. SW Barr, T> He Hamilton and J, R. 
Yale, The 2 noule, Se oe’ adult Bdvoation (Washington, D. Ces 
American Gouncll on mducation, » Pe Aide 

" i : f. mast Ae, D9, Resmancisy «'teashen SES aad, Ute Ybstem 
ber, 1945), ppe Wy7=llde 

d Stagnated by Lack of 
~ red pa Sueet OR e and Heat, I (February, 196), Pe 12+
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all over the country are giving regular and sumer school 

courses in the use of visual aids, but how many church ed- 

ucators will be able to avail thenselves of these opportun~ 

ities is to be questioned, A substitute for this formal 
training 15 the following of some type of ineservice train- 

ing procedure. If possible, national or regional confer~ 

ences should be attended, Tha next step is organizing and 

attending local conferences, The conventions, conferences 

and institutes can give the Lupetus to an in-service train- 

ing program. The veal work of in-service training will be 

in the actual group work where the educational practices 

Gan be evaluated and improved upon, There ave filus and 

filmstrips available which give instructions in the use of 

visual aids,-? But adequate leadership consists of. much 

mors than the ability to handle a certain educational mater= 

ial. 

Se eee eet daniegh od gece 
of a group; second, the capacity to help the group ox~ 
Yess these desiros constructively and progressively; 

and, third, the wer to focus the attention of a group 

upon one's self, 

  

3oxing renhoime, “In-Service Training in Audio- 
Visual, Maes : and He - I (Haroh, 1945), PPe 33°39 

3pau c. Reed, "The Gurrigulum Clini,” Eduestioned _ 
Soreen, XXV (February, 1946), pp» 75-770 

| ative Group Rdueation (New Yorke 
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Speaking of strictly church group leadership, Westphall 

sets down a nuabor of qualifications, The leader should, 

a. idontify himself with the learning group. 
be iknow bow to share his experiences with others and 
wholoheartsdly lead them to share with cach other. 
CG. a leader of adults must himself enter deeply into 
those experiences through which Christian personality 

WS» 

e be dominated by a mighty purpose and a great con= 
secration to be the means through which others may 
enter lucreasingly into genuine Christian discipleship 
and Yruitful Cuirlstian life and experience. 
@. possessed of a love for those whom he leads. 
Yeo equipped for his work by specific training, 
Ge ust hinself be a learner, ; 
h. must be so well poised in judguent, so sound in 
hig grasp of gelentific methods of gathering and using 
Tucts, so well rospected in his community that its 
forees for civic righteoumess will be ready and will- 
ing to foliow hin, 
i, have the ability and disposition to get his learner. 
to think for themselves and to stand on their own feot. 

Di
p 

e
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Where in the Lesson the Filustrip may be Used 

There are, genorally speaking six ways of using a 

filustrip: 1, to introduce a mit, 2 to teach the en~ 

tire wit, 3. to suppleuent the unit, . as a basis for 

discussion, 5, for review or a summary of the wit, 6. 

88 @ general test of the Jesson.!@ Actually where and how 

the filmstrip will bo used will have to be determined by 

the individual instructor or leader. If the subject matter 

  

4, lee DaD Bs - Ly an Adee ee pnelte Hiisdelphia’ ®bo Westminister Frecsy, : 

Hl 3 PP. ea * 
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is quite foreign to the learner pictures should precede the 

lesson.43 However, it seems that the filsstrip often serves 

best as a basis for review. The Yale research found that 

when a filn was used for review the gains in knowledge were 

much greater than when tho Tila was used to introduce the 

topic.+ the filmstrip may be fitted into the adult program 

in a number of ways. ‘These ways are a part of the discussion 

of the fifth chapter of this report. 

Preparation, Presentation, Follow-through 

{ho effective use of filmstrips follows much tho same 

procedure as the use of any teaching material. ‘This pro- 

cedure can bo considered under four main steps, (a) teachor 

preparation (b) pupil preparation (sc) presentation and 

(4) folilow-up.45 ‘tho Amerioan Council on Education etudies 

also emphasize these four steps walle they state that there 

46 
Can be no one best way for using audio-visual materials: 

W3eoarrey Elliott, editor’, Hyjn snd Buantion (Hew York: 
Philosophical Library, pa Ps 
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A national coumlttes of fourteen made the following 

recommendations in vragard to preparations 

i.e Is tins taken to regularly preview chosen materials? 
2e ees poe teacher wake use of available teaching 

es 
32 Doos the teacher recognize the need of reparation " for audio visual presentation?it » 

Teacher prapuration$ 

Tho need for previous preparation 1s probably more 

important in sensory instruction than in any other type of 

instruction because of the constant danger. of interested but 

undiserininating use,/!8 the first step that the teacher 
must take is to decide in what phase of the instruction an 

audio-visual aid would add to the lesson, The teacher 

should then determine whet audio-visual aid would be most 

appropriate on the basis of available material and the needs 

of the group. selection should be made in accordance with 

the instructors owa evaluation if possible. Catalogues will 

Give a general description of filus and filustrips but 1t 

is impossible to know whether the filmstrip or other aid 

Will f1% the needs of the group except by personally prow 

viewing the material. This can be done by attending pre~ 

View conferences and by helping the local ministers associ~ 

ation or church school institute set up a serios of such 

T
e
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conferences so that previewing will be possible. Distrie 

butors are unxlous to cooperate with those who mean business.49 

However, truco evaluation cannot be made except on the basis 

of actual uso with the group,2% Therefore it is a good 

polisy to keep a personal file on the use of all filmstrips 

and other visual wids, indicating how the fllmstrip was used 

on various occasions and an evaluation of the success of the 

program. ‘The instructor, wishing to show a certain filu- 

strip, cen then readily refer to its previous use rathor 

than depending upon catalogue deseriptions which have beon 

found lacking in dependability as guides for selection,?1 

In order that the instructors own evaluation of the filu~ 

strip is not completely subjective, measurement should be 

made on the basis of educational effectiveness through the 

use of tests to find out the actual gains in knowledge and 

understanding which regult.* The instructor or leaders 

personal evaluation of the filmstrip should be made accord- 

ing to the sans standards as those used in evaluating a 
\ 

W9prexander B, Ferguson, “Audio-Visual Aids in Religious 
Education," Religious Eausat lon, XL (November~December, 1945)» 

Pe 329 2%, 

301na 5s Seventh International Wo 

Visual Education, ope cites Pe (50 
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textbook: 

Hoolman lists o number of bases to be observed in the selee~ 

tion of a filustrip. 

“Technical acouracy, pedagogic ‘tachnique, cor 

Yelation vith course material, and physies1 appearance, "93 

9h 

Educational soreen, XXVI (December, 

One base uay be the artistic quality of the material 
« e «a another base way be authentacley e-« » another 
base will be the vequilremonts of the medium itself 
mechanically sousidered, Visibility is fundamental, 
ond when the frames of a filmatrip are overorowded they 
avs hard to sec. Another base will the relation of 
the content to sone definite purpose. 

Falconer seta up the following criteria for selecting tha 

fllmstrip to be used. 

Does the vocabulary used suit the age level of the 
group? Is the approach and treatment suitable for the 

Cepinyeds’ Sa the deavings, pratognola laaarcealand Guployeds io the Mi. Ss 2 0; 3 
other pictorial waterials in the film really visualize 
the subject? Do thoy add something that words cannot 
supply az effectively? Do the pictures thenselves 
apeak to the audience? The organization of material 
in the filmstrip is alse of importance, 

Dale says the following questions should be asked in regard — 

to every picture you intend to uses 

1. Will it help me athieve ay teaching purpose? 
2. Does ths pinbure give a generally true See teatnds “ 

« Ia this a good plobure technically and artis 

@ Will the picture stimulate the imagination? ager 
* Will the picture add to the pupils fund oe Setar ee 

Ge Does the ploture give = secures impression of t 
Polative size of the objec 

7» Does the picture have the proper amount of detail? 
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8 Does bee picture foous attention upon one main 
ideas 

  

Once the selection has been made the teacher should 

preview the filastrip in comection with its actual use 

and determine what phases of it aro to be exphasized, where 

and how it is te ba used. The teacher should also plan the 

preparation of tho grou, prepare the room and material for 

presentation, and determine the followeup aobivity that is 

to result from the showings 

Class or group preparation’ 

Filmstrips as well as other visual aids are easily 

adapted to the presentation of facts but not so well adapted 

to the changing of attitudes, Therefore it will be partic- 

ularly important for the use of filmstrips to prepare the 

group adeauately for the presentation, since much of the 

adult group work will deal with the changing of attitudes.?? 

A revealing phase of a study made by Wittich and Fowlkes 

shows that the manner in which a film 1s introduced is a 

significant factor in ite effective use,?° Especially is 

advance attention diresting important when the teacher's 

main interest is confined to only & certain aspect of the 

nee 

5Oiaean Dale, Audi. 
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material,9? Tho Yale Resoaroh fomd that studenta dla con- 
sistently better on final tests when thelr attention had 

been directed by pra~testsa than when they ware given ques~ 

tilona to which they had not been previously dircoted.©? im 
proepering the group, they should be led to feel a neod for, 

or lack of, souething that the aid will be able to assist | 
materially in satisfying, "This felt need and ths antlol- 

vation of having it satisfied make for a favorable attitude 

or mind-set" 2 . 

  

Tho preperation my take the form of a few introduc- 

tory remerks, it usay present a number of questions to he 

anewersd by the fLlastrip, 1t may point out specifie things 

to be watehed, or it may take the form of a pra-test with 

the untiolpation of a similar test following tho presentation. 

A national comittes of fourteen suggested the following 

preperational tochniquess, 

a. Exploring pupil interest and needs 

be Supplying of interesting anecdotal explanations. 

G_ Removal of LeiereelnEee eter 
& Clarification of puzs. ie Be 
@. Assignaent of definite responsibility for specific 

robLlers 
te Developing in the pypat a set of purposes for view= 

ing the materialss 

  

©luoKown and Robertias ope Odbes Pe ids 
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Presentations 
The filustrip is ready to be projected, Here two 
methods are euployed, If the filmstyip is a complete 
unit with captions and titles, it is customary for the 
instructor to show it completely, or as far aa the 
mit calls without any discussion, The teacher reads 
the captions and titlos aloud « ,°.«. This is followed 
by a brief discussion from the class . . « then a 
second discussion following a second showing. Some 
teachers profer to discuss the film already in the 
first showing, while others prefer simply to read it 
ang thus give the complete overview, often co 
questions befere they are asked, If the Filmstrip has 
no titles or captions, it 83 necessary to discuss the 
fila in the first showing, 

As to the nueber of times the filmstrip should be pre=- 

sented, Rev, Walter Vernon reported findings that would in~ 

dicate that wove Imowledge is gained if the filmstrip is 

presented both at the begimning and at the end of a partice- 

ular unit thus substantiating the recommendation to show 

the fllmstrip twice, If this 1s impossible, he reports 

further, it is better to present 2b at the end of the unit. | 

The Peansylivania research also found that one repeat show- 

ing was substantially valuable. Tho flvat repetition re~ 

sulted in thirty-five percent increment over no repetitions 

  

  

The second repeat showing, however, resulted in only a seven 

and four tenths percent increment over the first and the 

third showed only a one and one tenth percent increase over 

the second repetition, Thus the conclusion was drawn that 

©3Repp, Spe Sits, Pe 415. 

Gye 5 Seventh Internat Workshop 1n_Audie~ 

Visual Edugation, op. Gites Pe 9 
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only the incresent attributable to the first repetition 

was statistically significant.o9 

One of the things to be remembered in presentation is 

that many instructors make the mistake of presenting too 

o
e
 

many pictures at one tiwe or in one period. if a portion 

of the filmstrip doses not concern itself with the leason, | 

it should not be used. Only the portions which have direot 

bearing on the material under discussion should be used.°? 

Some instructors! guides which accompany fiimstrips 

have a prepared script which way be used with each picture 

or frame as it is prasented, However, most poople are 

averse to such prosentation, The Air Force coupletely re- 

frained frou the detailed publication of instructors! guides, 

holding that the filustrip should be so constructed as to q 

obviate the necessity of supplementary printed explenations.”° 

On the other hand Gensral Electric found the method of read~ 

ing a prepared soript with a filustrip to be one of the moat 

effective methods which it tested, and even developed what 

they called a "portable pulpit", a lightweight aluminum | 
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holder for the printed film text, from which the. spoaker 

talks as the filmstrip is being prosenteds A hooded lamp 

illuminates tho text so that there is no @lere for eithor 

the instructor or tho audience, 09 However, it seems logical 

to asoume that the instructor should have made himself fam~ 

iliar with the guide previous to the showing and should re« 

frain from reading a prepared script in much the sawe way 

that any instructor rofrains from reading material from a 

book. 

Follow-up: 

In the use of audio-visuals the most important thing 

is what happens after the lights come on following the 
Projection of the audio-visual, This, of course, de= 
pends upon the impression made during the projection, 
but often this impression is dissipated if proper, utile 
ization does not provide the necessary follow-up. 

A national committee ef fourteen recommended the follow- 

ing questions as a basic guide for follow-up procedure 

ia ther eoling of student reaction? \ 
3 ia then Opportunity for clarification, discussion, 

and further Laquiry? ; 

‘3. If pupil need aaaarte is there opportunity for 

roashowing; 

he Axo varieties of visual. materials used to supplement 

each other 7 

5S. Does the teacher use a variety of methods for are 

uating the activity, such as Giscussion--compons 

tion=-tests--drawing and modeling--drama 

(oedenetionsatestimnsenmntentiosietiomnaase 
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ee there opportunity for pupil Svaluatied/ ge mater 

lis care, Shere leads for further class or individual 

Several methods of carrying out the follow-up work have 

been vecomonded. Participation in a dramatization for which 

the teacher has previously prepared an index card script for 

short skits may be one mothod. Another procedure may be 

the discussion of the msin points with the use of large 

flash cards to recall the imortant points,/@ Othor methods 

of follow-up might be: experimentation in applying the 

learning, or special literature prepared and distrlbuted to 

take hoe. Follow-up procedures could also take the fom 

of a special project of a creative nature, or tests,/3 As 

to motivating further reading on the subject, as follow-up 

activity, there is little indication, from research, that 

such activity will be carried out, Visual aids do not seem 

to motivate further veading to any large extent,’ Also the 

advisability of following intensely emotional presentations 

  

TltavaionVisual Program Standards, Part Two," ope Gite 
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with a discussion is to be questioned,(> 

A more detaliod discussion of the entire topic of Lite 
ting the Pilmstrip into the adult education pattern of the 

church is taien wy in the followlng chapter. 

   



CHAPTER V 

PITTING THE FILMSTRIP INTO THE ADULT 

EDUOQATION OF THE CHURCH 

&a this study takes up the problem of fitting the fiin- 

strip into the adult education of the church, it will not 

concern itself with the various individual groups as they 

represent themselves specifically in the parish program. 

The chief concern of the study will be one of fitting the 

filmstrip into the overall pattern of church adult education, 

and specifically the development of group settings in which 

the fllmstrip may be used. 

While much can be done in the line of individualized 

educationzl activity in the church, the importance of influ- 

encing groups and educating them is becoming ever more proil= 

inent. 

Every study made of the younger generation uncovers 
one clear fact: our youth is the most group-minded 
we have over had « « « « Host of the credit generally 
Roos to John Dewey, who, with Willian Kilpatrick gave 

progressive" education its impetus. 

-Slavson says that adult clubs unless they are special 

interest groups, have no reason for existence. However, he 

basis, 
adds, adult clubs do exist on the soolal collective 
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and since thoy exist in sush forms mst be used as a part 

of the adult educational process. 

Adult educatica has a number of characteristics which. 

should tbe taken into consideration in fitting the filmstrip 

into ita program, Of the three general catogorios, the come 

pulsory group, the wobivated group and the Voluntary Groups 

adults come under the definition of a voluntary grouped The 

Voluntary group 1s the best suited toward the ends of educa~ 

tion; "it wakes a direct appeal to the basic nature of man} 

it arouses whole+hearted response and pavtielpations and 1% 

ubiliezes tha individuals readiness for action and learning". 

Also it is found that "Adult leamers are precisely those 

Whose intellestual aspirations ara the least likely to be 

aroused by the rigid « « « requirements of conventionalized 

institutions of learning".? 

It is important to keep the church's adult education 

program unified and part of the overall pattern of the 

_ Ghurch's educations 
ult 

Every church should have an Adult Committee or Adult 

Cabinet which is responsible for supervision and over=- 

sight of the adult program, The cabinet 

25, Re Slavson, Creative ¢ ucation (New Yorks 
Association Press, 1 ¢ Be See é 

3Xbide, Be 17 e 
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composed of at least one representative from each 
adult opeanization or a or che gency or activity in the 

If this plan could bs carried out, the adult program would 

be one unified wholes carried out by the various organiza=- 

tions and agencies as may be set up, ‘These agencies and 

organizations would be means, not ends, They would serve 

the function of servants, not bosses. ! This cabinet or 

committee should in turn be connected with the board of 

education for the entire congregation. ‘The size of the 

congregation will help detemmine the elaborateness of this 

  

progvam. 

The best organizational plan for adult work seems to 

be the "league plan",? ‘The plan consists of having members 

Join the larger leagues as individuals. The league decides 

upon various types of programs and social action. These 

leagues way also prowote study groups, Catholic adult edue 

Cation particularly wakes use of this study group techniques 

One of the most common vehicles of teaching and learn= 

ing for adults to be found along Gatholic groups Pe ; 

organizations is the study clubs «ss A study 

is on organization, generally very flexible in its make= 
is 

rulog and objectives, whose fundamen al purpose i 

Sar aaquuint its Serer with topies of vital er ears’ 

4ally current interest. Generally 1t assumes 
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of a group of from four to twelve members who moet together regularly to assist one another in attaining 
a better knowledge of sone subject,9 

This atudy is particularly concerned: with fitting the 

fllmstrip into this educational pattern, "The proper ubil- 
duation of audio-visual materials requires skil1".2° pPyrelin- 

inary steps to be taken before the filmstrip or any visual. 

aid becomes a regular cohesive part of the educational 

pattern aves 

1. Present to responsible groups within the church to 
sell the effectiveness of the use of audio-visual re- 
sources in the church program and arouse their interest 
in further study and plaming, 
2. Survey anid use available material at hand « e« e 
3. Select an Interested and capable person as director 
for the audio-visual program and appoint a committee to 
work with him. 
hk. Introduce to leaders meetings already established .** 

1. Start where the people are in their kmowledge of 
utilization of the audLo-visual materials. 
2. Take the people along with you. Don't make the 
use of audio-visuals a one-man show. 
3-e Tali and use the materials first to prove eee 
effectiveness, then discuss equipment and Deets . 
h. Develop a working comittee, probably ober spe! 
Board of Christian Education. Two essential — rae 
@ mechanically apt equipment person, and one Catan 
the whole scope of the lesson material being ae eons 
the church school snd = (A group of proje 
ists should be trained. 
5. Set up a budget for equipment and material. 

  

OMachellan, op. olte, Pp+ 9293s 
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6. Train people to use the method, 22 

Hocksan says that few churches will succeed in their 

use of visual waterlals unless there is some one person in 

the church whose job it is to have extensive familiarity 

with available materials, A practical approach to the so~ 

lution, which he offers, is, to create a Visual Education 

Comittee. This couittes would be 4 sub-coumlttes of whate 

ever board or council supervises the educational program. 

Its chairman should be a mewher of this parent board, Tho 

committee could have three additional members, each one to 

function in relation to specific areas, One of them could 

take on the supervision of projestion and projection equip= 

ment, one could bring an educational point ef view into the 

use of visual mothods and techniques and the third member 

could undertake to familiarize himself with visual resources 

go that he could be consulted by the leaders of the church. 

Since the duties of the. third ma on this committee have to 

do with selection of material, the procedure of that seleo- 

tion 1s to ve noted. This third man should, 

oi Sea 22h te ottoman S mugty be useful to Ris 
church, 1, the 
Oe tuzn to the curriculum of the enurch school, 

calendar of special days observed by the church, and 
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all tho special events of men, women, youth, and adult 
groups throughout the church year, ens 
G. list visual materials related tothe subjects of 
the curricuim, to spotial days, to the other prograns 
of the church, 
dad. invite all tho departmental and group leaderna of 
the church to moetings where "ly, Jones" wil) toll 
about the visual materlals wnigh thoy might want to 
use during the conting months, 

A preview of some films, slides, and filmstrips should be 

a part of this mosting,. 

Worship 

Since worship is relatively different from the othor 

aspects of adult education it is being treated separatelye 

Through the centurles audio-visual aids have been cen~= 
tral in the experlencoe of worship se» « The visual 

has » e » played its fundamental part: in tho charade 
tor of the place of worship with its beauty and silen 

Lift toward Godg in the syubols of the faith which 

men Look upon with gratitude, which hold the apo 

of the worshippers and lead them into cena a 

God, Tho use of these audiovisual alds, which have 

gone through continual process of testing and shane 

through the centuries, has been a detormining fac tor 
in tho effectiveness of worship in all the yearse 

Hoclman believes that beside giving information and chang=- 

ing attitudes the projected picture 1s very useful in giv~ 

ing also a real worship experiences!” He further says 

that if tho great and good hyms of the churoh ean be 
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artisticaliy and beautifully visualised, they will find 

extensive usc in the church,4? the Seventh International 

Workshop cane to the conclusion that a moving picture or 

filmatrip providing spiritual instruction and appeal may 

be usod aprropriately in place of the sermon in a service 

of public worship. In most situations, this will be more 

acceptable in the vesper or evening service.29 on certain 

occasions, it is suggested, a complete service arranged 

with a moving picture or filmstrip will even be helpful, 

but the number of uoving pictures and fllustrips that are 

acceptable for such use is limitea.?? Festivals and special 

observanoss in the churoh year such as Ohristmas and Easter 

Give special opportunity for the use of filmstrips and 

audio-visual matérials.@? 

However, worship is more than a display case for inter~ 

esting and entertaining material, Therefore the fllmstrip 

and all visual media will have to be used with cautions 

"It is always to be renembered that the conscolousness of the 

living God shoulda determine the relevance or irrelevance of 

everything that is done in a service of vorship".@1 

heitaeeateeateemmeneieeanmeameransetnned 

17tbia., pe 112. 

16pinaings seventh Intemational Workshop in Audion 
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The use of audio-visual materials in the wor life of 
the church calls for an unusual degree of Gerattavate 
to the quality of the material, its pertinence to a ait- 
uation, und its appropriateness as a medium for leading 
worshippers into the presence of God.22 

A constant danger In the use of audlo=visual materials 

is that the mechanical will detract from the spiritual. The 

best way to avold this is to place the mechanisms as far as 

possible from tne center of worship, Handling the vista 

material with care so that attention will not be drawn to 

it is equally important.°3 

"to most aatisfactory resulta appear to come when a 

leader arranges his own service, using audio-visual mater~ 

jals « » » to the extent which tho purposeses « « suggest", 2 

The followlng is such 4 self-made service using the film- 

strip How to Conquer Wart 

Call to Worship 
Quist lista 

. Responsive Reading 

Poage and Wart A 1it me A 
vendska ten mows now tc win wars and lose victories, 

for the sons of ihe march off to another war 

before they aro f growme 

Group nespenael Help us, 0 God, to win the peace as 

Well as the way 
Leaders Man imows how to wage Wat, From re enh 

donee with wun he knows, thas Mt precious $0. 2iMe 
goods, hig sons a 

Group responses Help us, 0 God, to learn the wages of 

peace and brotherhoods. 
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Leader: As stants wars have grown bigger the battle- 
fields are no longer isoluted aad far withiram, but 
every Gity is 4 battlefield, and mothers and children 
aioe at ti. sky in terror as death rides in on silver 

W. Be 

Group response: Nelp ug, 0 God, to find the w 
peace ond aeetectaeeeate , ae ot 
Leader: lian has ovorcome nature and may now enjoy the 
beauty and the frultfulness of the good earth if 
is willing to plecs order and governucnt above selfish 
gain and profit. 
Group responses Help us, 9 God, to desire peace and 
law ubove all other things, 
Leacer: ifan must now conquer himself if he would con- 
quer wal. : i 
Group response: Tielp us, 0 God, to put tho things of 
the Kingdom of God above all other things, and may Thy 
wlll bo done through us, 
Leaders As the nations mat a few years ago to plan 
War, they uow most to plan the structures of peace. 
Group response: Help them, 0 God, in their planning, 
and may thoy hove the wisdom of Christian statesmen 
in laying the foundatlons of peace. 
Leaders A few wen in each generation have worked for 
the ways ef peace and kept the vision of many on the 
ways of the brotherhood of man. 
Group responses; Help us, 0 God, to be the peacemakers 
of our tine, and keep the vision of a warloss world 
bricht in our minds. 
Leaders And, 0 God, may all of us by word and shonghvs:, 
and deed deserve the victory for which our nation ae 

by night and day; and may all of us use the days 

Showin, txt wing of Filustrip. 
Closing Hym:, "Rise Up, 0 Hen of God." 
Benediction. : 

In using projected pictures with a sermon, Paul Le Bawn- 

gartner describes in a letter to William Hoclman what he 

  
means by preaching frou a picturss 

ted 
Pasicaliy, I wean that the picture is nat projec 

aloageide a sermon simply to illustrate the arte ae 

varlous points, Instead 1 choose a picture 
‘that are enough in harmony so that I can preach tho 

nee yTcmemantndcerenyeaeineEate 
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truths of tho text directly from the ploture.2° 
A few rules to be followed in conducting a visual wore 

ship sorvies have been suggested by Strauss and Kidd. They 

suggest that you should move the screen into position the 

moment projection is to begin. if a permanent wall screen 

is to be used, keop it covered with pull drapes until time 

for projection. Use a square screen. Use subdued room 

lighting. CGheclc such details as arrangement of chairs, 

focus, lights for pianist and aarrator and position of piano. 

Ting the program and see to 1t that the reader is familiar 

with tho sevipt. A rehearsal can be the only sure way! 

Orraniuational and Group Use of Fillmstrips 

The wost common method of handling group educational 

situations in the past has been the lecture inethod. "The 

lecture is so walversally used in traditional education that 

in many minds it is synonymous with teaching".72 Since the 

filmstrip is only a supplementary tool in the functioning 

of education it seems that it would be logical to assume 

a fllmstrip would be tho most 

coming to be depended 
that the lecture accompanying 

acceptable method. "However, « « « it is 
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upon less and lean ag skill is gained.in using methods in- 

volving a greater degroo of student participation".©9 It 

probably has the one advantage that a large nuzber of facts 

can be presented, but it doosn't take into consideration the 

needs and fevlings of individuals.39 slavaon says that 1é0~- 

turos and classes axe perhaps the least efficient of the 

methods euployed in adult education although they are the 

most obvious aud traditionally the most popular, He contin= 

ues that if the purpose of adult education 1s to develop in=- 

dependence and, at the sate time, clarity of thought, a widen- 

’ Ang horizon of responsiveness to the world, and soclal vision, 

pedantry and didacticism are not the appropriate means to 

reach theses ends. 1 

However, if the lecture method 1s used it 4s still 

advised that it should be followed ty discussion questions.>" 

Since, in adult education, the lecture seems to be extrenely 

unpopular, its use with the filmstrip will not be considered 

farther. 

Alexander Pope suid, “en must be taught as if you 

taught them not, and things unknom proposed as things 
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forgot".2> “For edme time leaders 4n adult education have 

been saying that many of thelr educational programs fail 

because they are too academic and tao intellectual". 34 For 

that reason the discussion method is quite generally pre- 

ferred over the more Poraal, typas of education for adults. 

Imparting inforssution may increase the store of fact=- 
ual knowledge, but it does not develop tho intellect 
to the saie oxtent as does aotive attack on a problen. 
Hor is it pessible to reach the same degree of clari~ 
fication by passive reveptivity as through discussion. 
pasenseige challenges the participants and stinulates 

2 thought. 

The discussion method was used by. the armed services — 

extensively, especially in its off-duty programs, As carly 

as 192 there were many discussion groups in existence .2° 

When the discussion method was used by the army and navy it 

was found that it gave an opportunity for natural leaders 

to manifest themselves, for men to relieve personal tensions, 

and for problems which needed special handling to come to 

light, It was also found in using the discussion method on 

@ sequential busis that greater response was obtained if the 

mectings wore regularly scheduled without too much Laterven= 

ing time, if the leaders had sowe emount of authority and 

Were trained for their job and if the topics were current 
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or had personal Luportance.9! ‘ 

It ie sonetimes felt that discussions serve little 

purpose because they fail to result in agreement. | Knowles . 

says thate~ a : 

discussion might have two purposes! understanding or 
agrecnent., It is important to vacognize the difference 

discussions that nave souo Kind of actin uo tholy 
purpose, such as in committee meotingss 

Whether church loaders and educators would completely agree 

with thess two purposes of discussion is to be questioned, 

but there surcly is some validity in the statement that not 

all discussions must ond in agreement to be educational and 

have positive results. 3 

A nuabor of methods for utilising visual aids with dis= 

Cusslon methods have been developod for adult education. 

Auong the wost popular and least complicated of these 1s the — 

film forwa, While this method 1s probably more generally 
used with short motion ploutures, it is adaptable to the film 

strip an well. Blidott in dicussing the film forum proged~ 
ure says that 4t has ‘peon termed a new tecknique in adult 

education bub 1% would be more accurate to call it a wedding 

of two techniques; the new technique of the projected picture 

and the old reliable adult education technique of the forun 

discussion, He adds that in the film forum, the plotures 
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replace the speaker who in tho regular forum 1s called upon 

to prosent volevant backgroud information and to state the 

issues that are present. Prom twenty-five to fifty. people 

is consideraid by him tobe tha optimm group for this pur-= 

pose.29 

Hockman says the film forum has at least five elements. 

(1) There must bo a motion pictured that deals closely 

and provocatively with the issue, (2) There must be a 

discussion issue or question. (3) There must be an audience 

to do the discussing, (4) There must be a leader who is 

competont in the avt of Leadiug group discussion. (5) 

Theve must be an over~all objective for the program.lil 

In 1946 tho Institute of Adult Bducation made a study 

at the Toachors Colloge of Columbia University and decided 

&@ fim should have these prerequisites for discussion uses 

Cores guna, leat 0A (tous ant eo 
esp eres Ate opts ae ay andor 
ths ifuavccmvoct (k) be shore eaoughy proferabay,bobveen 
10 and 25 minutes, go that the group can retain the 

Pa oncom mee eave adequate time for discussione!2 

(mosnenentocinstioemnnsos sain Seneeesiseneins 

39Gedivey Elliott, editor, Pita and Sdueation (ilew Yorks: 
Philosophical Library, 1943)» Pe 3 
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Leadership is of significunt importance in this type of 

education as well, Lliott says that whother or not an 

audience will sucosed in "resolving the film situation" or 

whether 1t fully understands the "alternate possibilities" 

that ava implicit in a forua fila will depend upon the skill~ 

ful leadership of the disoussion that follows the showing 

of the picture, It will be up to the leader to interpret 

ambiguous questions, check extended "speeches" and to keep 

the discussion under wey and on the topic, The hardest job 

will be to get the discussion started. To do this the lead< 

er will perheps find it. necessary to swa up the information 

or the situation that hag just been presented, or he may 

call upon a previously selected panol to start the discus~ 

sion, or he can depend upon individuals “planted” .through~ 

out the audience who are given gouls to strive for through ; 

advance, preparations!!3 

Tho advantage of using this film forum technique was 

brought. out be Knowlton and Tilton in thelr Yale research. 

Photoplays were used in this controlled experiment in which 

it was found that the total number of pupil participations 
attributed to the use of photoplays was ten percent. That 

increase would be equal to forty-six more participations 7 

Thide, pe 2756  
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@ year by each pupil and about one thousand six hundred 

more in a thirty-five pupil section 44} 

The validity of tho use of this film forum technique 

is enhanced by the fact that discussion groups can become 

superficial and Ineffective if thelr work 1s not based won | 

facts and the discussion vemains entirely in the realm of 

opinion? The reference material, used for the purpose of | 

developing the discussion and for the purpose of keeping 

the di seussion outside the realm of mere opinion, can be in 

the form of books. However, the nuniber of adults who will 

subject thomselves to extensive reading for research purposes 

4s doubtful.46 | 

There 4s one instance when the discussion technique — 

should not bo used according to Slavson and that is when 

the question may set up intense emotionalism. Adults espec- - 

dally are susceptible to emotional disturbances.” The 

fllmstrip and the motion picture are in themselves welt 

adapted for the presentation of material of an emotional 

nature 45 but 1t seems vest not to combine them with 
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discussion if the content is of this nature. 

4A variable form of the discussion method which has 

proven quite acceptable to use with fllmstrips is what is 

known as the “buzz session", also called cluster discussion, 

subdiscussion, und discussion sixty-six, It has proven 

itself particularly useful in defining problems or questions, 

in developing solutions to probleas. 9 

Although the actual operation of the buzz session may 

vary in slight details, this 1s the way it was used at the 

Wiversity of Husth Dakota: the group is divided into groups 

of sixes, sach with its ow chairman and seoretary~spokesmiane 

This is accomplished in about two minutes by the simple exe 

podient of the alternate rows turning their chairs to face 

those directly belind them. Then the ends are pulled in. 

After thet a question is raised by the administrator on the 

basis of tho projected presentation. A minute's silence is 

then allowed for clear thinking. The eleot=chairman of each 

Sroup then calla upon each of his members for suggestious 

which the secretary-spokessan records. For approximately 

84x minutes cach member responds in turn without interrup~ 

tion and then the groups discuss tho suggestions wade by 

their own members. At the end of the six minute poriod, 

each group decides upon the most outstanding ox practical 
Suggestion wade by one of its neubers, These suggestions 

Sutrenevemmmnmtennnnenn
eansnseees 

Srnowles, Ope Gites Pe 77° 
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are then offered to the total group by each of the spokes=- 

men and discussed in turn by the entire class with the help 
of the general onairman,?? 

_ Some of its advantages that have been discovered by 

actual use are: (1) The film or filustrip presents a coumon 

problem. (2) This coxtonu problen receives total partici- 

pation. (3) ‘The bost individual and the best collective 

thinking of the group is obtained, (l) Extra allotted tine 

at the end gives those who feel their opinions have not 

been expressed a chance to express them, (5) The group 

has an opportimlty to participate in a truly democratic. 

procedure. 

The Anti-Defamation League used the discussion sixty= 

six mothod along with a number of other techniques in audio- 

visual education. Using these methods in their workshop 

they found them to be highly successful. Other variations 

of tho discussion uethod which they used successfully were 

(1) discussion merely by asking questions put to the dis@ 

Cussion leader (2) prosentation of a sound strip wathous 

interruption, followed wy a presentation of questions, fol~ 

lowed by a voshowiug of the silent atrip with discussion) 

(3) "Discussion sixty-six" followed by a panel of exports 

Serena NST 

_ S50rendei sue "43s and Discuss 66," Educational 

Soveen, XXIX (Hovenber, 1950)» PPs 35-386. 

51rpia,   
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who commented on the statements of the groupse?@. 

There are still other ways of fitting the filmstrip 

into adult education in the church, Hockuan suggests vate 

Lation through the method of panel discussions and inter= 

viewing subject matter speclulists; Another variation might 

be the formal debate following a filmstrip presentation,?3 
On this issue Slavson says, "Tho advantages of a creative 

discussion over the formal debate are so apparent as to ree 

quire only a brief consideration" 54 

The panel dlacussion seems desirable occasionally for - 

church groups. When it is used, it usually consists of a 

chairman snd solected spoakers, from two to five in number. 

For the panel discussion a problem should be used that needs 

thorough investigation.2> The filmstrip can be helpful in 

presenting such a probletie 

"When a guest speaker has been invited to present the 

views of an oxporLenced authority in a particular field, the 

group will prefer to give him the major portion of time" 9° 

The group could well take up the issues which the guest 
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speaker presented in a following moeting and use the film= 

strip as a basis for veview of the major points to be diu~ 
cussed. 

A rather new educational function which might be com- 

bined with the use of the filmstrip is "role«playing". 

"Role-playing is a spontaneous abbing out of a situation. or 

an incident by selected nenberg of the group" oF This tech- 

nique ia sometines referred to as psyohodrama or socio~drama 

but 16 is pointed out that both of these terms have more re- 

stricted meanings.”2 A typical situation.in which role- — 

Playing might be carried out would be a Parent-Feachors' 

Association meoting. One member might play the vole of an 

irate, aggressive mother, another the teacher, and still 

another the principal who would mediate between the two. 

Thay would be given thelr specific problem and the attitude 

they are to assiie aud 4t would be up to them to procesd 

from theve, A seript is never used. The conversation is 

Spontancous.99 ‘The main idea of role-playing is a better 

understanding of human reactions in specific social situa- 

tions, Knowles suggests the following pattern to be followed 

in role<playing: 

SA qatmeinemmeet 

STrnowles, GPs Gites pe 75. 
58inia. ‘ 
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i. Ghoose a tine and situation in whieh rol 
‘ ig approprinte. Se SIB 

2. Define tha problem, 
e Define the roles, 
o CGnoose the role=players, 
ea Set the stage. 
» FPrepuve the audience to observe. 

To imact the scones 60 
3. Discuss and evaluate the role-playing. 

Ths filustrip oan be useful in three of these areas. 

It can dofine the problem. It can define the roles, It 

can also help prepare the audience, Or, if the flimstrip is 

to be used after the role-playing, it can present the correct 

procedure and holp indicate where the role-playing took the 

wrong stops and whys 

A phase of adult education that is not to be forgotten 

is the training of teachers and leaders for work in the 

church, This demands special attention because “there is 

Yeagon to believe that student teachers learn some of their 

teaching techniques fro observing the methods used by thelr 

professors" ,Ol 

sar taee dn tate, ee tit eomenany teas 
enrolled in their classes, Teachers are inclined to 

i to teach 
teach the they were taught ra than 

the way they’ wero taught to teach. 

Sepeqrmeemapumetiegnemenenaesns 

60rn14., pps 80-83, 
Chane De Bernardis, “Yeacher Training in the Use of 

IV (December, 
Instructional Haterials," Educational Sereen, 
1945) pp. bi7=lh9. : 

linger Visual Alas 
CPs aport G, Weaver and Elroy W. aca vost 

qed Y Construction and Use (New Yorks De 

“Ompany, InGe, 1949)» Pe 356
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This probabiy is true also of Sunday school tochhhve and 

other group isaders in tho church, Although much of the 

training of these leaders will probably be of a more formal 

nature, it will still be possible to introduce the filustrip 

into their educational pattern in much the sume manner as 

the Pilmstrip may be used in other adult creand sat ioney 

Theve ara several mora unique ways of using filmstrips 

that hardly come under the broad scope of adult education 

in the chuvch and yet are worth mentioning. HE. Siuon says 

that besides using the fllustrip in weekly Bible School, 

for ladies aids, won's clubs and Walther Leagues, he has 

found the {ilmstrip very handy for use with shut~ins. The 

projector and filuatrips are oasy to carry around and can 

be taken right to the patient and the pieture can be pro~ 

Jected on tho wall at the foot of the bed, He finds siutq- 

ins appreoclate thea very uuoh.93 

Another, not to be forgotten phase of the church's work 

is ite evangolization and missionary prograile 

ad oF 
About a billion adults in this world cannot re 

write, Illiteracy of this character docs OE ee 

that these people cannot understand senate ate 

mean that we can't transport these 1 oan yh 

books oz pamphlets but we must use vehicles 

transport ideas that are listened to oP seems 
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Whether ov not people are illiterate, the filustrip has 

found its place in tho missionary and evangelists tool kite 

The ¢filustrip can be fitted inte almost all phases 

of adult education in various ways and with varying degress 

of success. How important it will be, or can be, will be 

determined by the wise or unwise use the church will make 

of it. 
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HAPTER VI 

SUMMARY jaa 

Adult education has only recently been recognized as | 

a vital part of the church's program, The church formerly 

considered its sducatlonal obligations completed at the age 

of confirmation or early youth, With constant changes in 

our way of Life, more adequate adult education becouss ine 

perative,. In order that the man of God may grow in faith 

and continue in an ever desper understanding of his relation- 

ship to God and his fellowmen it becomes necessary that his 

education cover-all of 1ife's span from the cradle to the 

The present level of adult education in the cnurch is . 

low. Tho church has no contact with many of its adults out~ - 

side the Sunday moratig church service. Yet it has been 

found that adults will respond if the adult educational pro- 

gram is carried out adequately. 

The objectives of adult education should be governed by 

the needs of the adults, Most Christian denominations divide 

their objectives for adult education into two classifications! 

(1) Education ‘toward the individual's personal faith Life 

or growth in relationship toward God. (2) Education toward 

ra 
@ sanctified 11fe as the individual takes up the role 0 

; e 
S00ial being in his home, chureh and cosmunity. Thes
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objectives cover all of life's variegated aspects, In order 

that these objectives may be reached, two things become 

essential. Adult education =mst be directed toward the 

learning of facts or the acquisition of lmowledge. It must 
also concsra itself with the development of hablts, attitudes 

and skills, 

Opinion and researeah support the supposition that viaual 

alds can help tho chimch carry out its objectives in adult 

education. Just how much they will contribute will be de- 

termined by how they are used, Visual materials have gener= 

ally been found to be move helpful in the presentation of 

facts than in the development of habits, attitudes, and 

skills. In almost all cases visual aids have been found 

beneficial, The percentage of increased learning through 

ths use of visual tools varies from almost no inorease in 

learning to as much as thirty-five percent more learning, 

Yeueubered for a period of time fifty-five percent longer 

than material leamed without the benefit of visual aidse 

Visualizing the program particularly assists adult education 

by supplying concrete reality in plece of excess verbaliz~ 

ation and symbolic abstractions, Visual materials ave also 

beneficial in attracting attention and increasing attend~ 

ance in adult groups, Nowever, there is the danger that 

they may he regarded as mere entertaiments Gonsidered as 

visual aids will have sttle educational 

mere entertainment, 

be used in churoh adult education when
 merit. They should 
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they are the best medium available for the particular educa=- 

tional job to bs done. They should not be used when other 

media can do a better job oy the same job with greater ease. 

Filmstyips have become increasingly important. in adult 

education im the church in the last few years. Evidence of 

this fact 1s the increased sales of filustrips by commercial 

producers and the interest in fllustrips expressed by audio- 

Visual leaders. Filmstrips can be a most effective tool for 

education in all age groups, in groups with varying mental 

Capacities, and in groups of differentiated linguistic back- 

grounds. ‘here are a great many fllmstrips available which 

ave suitable for adult education in the church, Filustrips 
readily adapt themselves to many of the church's educational 

needs in ths adult field, 

In cowparing fllmstrips to other visual tools it has 

been found that there are merits and demerits to be consid- 

ered in respect to almost every visual tool. Ho visual tool 

deserves exclusive use. A comparison of the use of the me 

strip with a number of other visual aids has in most in~ 

stances shed favorable light on the filmstrip. The way in 
which visual tools are used end the subject matter of the ed~ 

Usational program wake the value of the different visual aids 

Vary to a great degree in different instances. Generally, 

it has beon found that there is an overemphacis on motion 

Pictures, Often the fLlustrip or other visual tools will 
Perform the same educational function as the motion pictune 
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and do it ocually az well with less exponse and trouble. 

Using visual aids to supplement each other is finally more 

important than trying to determine which visual aid is beste 

There are a number of advantages and disadvantages in 

regard to the different types of filuatrips. Filmatrips 

are tiade in two sizes, double and single frame. Tne single- 

frame filimstrip is useable in all projectors while there are 

souc nHuchings which are not designed for the use of double= 

frane filmstrips. Filmstrips accompanied by sound recordings 

do not scem to be as popular as silent fiinstrips. Both 

silent and sound filustrips have a number of advantages as 

well as a mubor of limitations. While photography can por= 

tray real life more effectively than can a drawing, there 
are a groat number of advantages in the use of drawings for 

the visual portion of the filmstrip. Homemade filustrips 

have at times been found to do just as good a job as cou 

mercially produced filmstrips., Quality in production will 

determine which of the two is better, Easier versions of 

filustrips with verbal elements whieh are below the norm of 

the group tend to produce greater comprehension and:more 

learning, Filustrips correlated with vaxtusl material are 

superior to non-correlated filmatripse There 1s little in= 

; nS 
dication that color filmstrips are More eduéationally effe 

There is soue dis- 
tive than black and white filustrips. 

whieh 
agreenent as to the type and amount of comentary 

put the validity of combining TO
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words with plcturea has been established. It 4s believed 
that not Many moxe than twenty frames should be included in 

any one filmstrip. The problem of using a Biblical or non= 

Biblical text with the picturigation is still unsettled. 

Evidence sesits to Indicate that audLence participation with 

a Yilustrip presoatatlon is more effective than no ‘partioi=. 

pation, ; 

in using the filustrip to best advantage, @ conaidera~ 
tion of the physical and mechanical requirensnts for effece 

tive utilization becomes necessary, Progress should begin 

at the level of the church in which they aro to be used. 

The most serviceable projector for the average church is the 

trippurpose projoctor, ‘The screen should be either the ordi~ 

nary matte white soreen or the beaded soreen depending on 

ths shape and construction of the room. <A projector stand, 

preferably with three legs, should be part of the equipment. 

The room for projection should be adequately dark at tine of 
Projection, it should provide proper ventilation, and should 

be equipped with suitable electrical outlets, Although 

there are several viewpoints as to:the correct size of tke 

Projected image, the most commonly accepted formula is that 

its size should equal one sixth the distance to the last row 

of occupied seats. The seating of the audience ao 

  

ee 

80 arranged.as tc male the sereen clearly visible to all. 

aoe size of the audience soems to 4nfluence ths ie to : 

@ given filmstrip, Milustrips oan be easily stored and { 
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should be filed according to sowe convenient syotem, 

In producing houwsmade filustrips, a eareful plan should 

be followed which may vary in itg complexity. A poorly made 

filmatrip should not be used for educational purposes. 

Adequate leadership is partloularly important in the 

use of filmstrips. The leader should be trained in the use 

of visual aids and have the necessary qualifications for 

leadership. 

There are six generally accepted ways of using the 

filmstrip in the lesson, Filmstrips seom to serve education- 

al purposes best whon they ave used for review. 

As with any other educational procedure, the use of 

filmstrips requires four basic steps: (a) teacher prepar- 

ation (b) pupil preparation (0) presentation (d) followin. 

In fitting the fllnstrip into the adult education in 

the church it should bo remembered that the adult education~ 

@l program should bo unified with itself through a control~ 

ing board o committee. Adult education should also be a 

part of the unified program for education within the fvane~ 
work of the church, Audio-visual comittess should function 
88 sub-comilttess of those in charge of the educational 

Program, 

Filustrips ave considered quite adaptable 
‘6 

of adult education in worship. They may be used in cone 

ga gormmone 

.guited 

to the needs- 

tion with hymns or alongeide, or in place of» 

Evening services and festival occasions are best 
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for this use. A self=made service ‘may be built around a 

filastrip. 

In the orgenizutional and group settings within the 

church, the fllustrip may be accompanied by lectures. iiow- 

ever, using the filmstrip in conjmotion with the discussion 
method more adequately serves the needs: and purposes of 

adult education than does the lecture method. There are 

several methods of discussion which may be euployed in using 

the filastrips (a) the film forua (b) ths pusz session (c) 

discussion by merely asking quostions put to ‘the leader (a) 

buzz sessicn followed by a panel of experts. Other ways 

of fitting the fllustrip into the program of adult education 

are: (a) inviting a guest speaker to speak on the topie 

presented in the fllustrip (b) foraal debate following a 

fllmstrip presentation (oc). panel discussion (a) vole=playinge 

Filustrips should especially be used da the field of 

leadership training since puplis have a tendency to teach 

and lead in the same manner in which they were taught and 

led, 

‘Filmstrips may be used successfully with shut-ina as 

Well as in all group settings. 

The filmstrip can becows a functional and iuportant — 

ch 

part of almost every phase of adult edueation in the churches 

Its value will bo determined by its uses 
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